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TRAINING TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT OF
1984

THURSDAY, JUNE 28, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES,

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, in room SD-562,
Dirksen Building, commencing at 10:08 a.m., Senator Robert T.
Stafford, (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Stafford and Pell.
Senator STAFFORD. Tho Subcommittee on Education, Arts and

Humanities will please come to order.
Although I think Senator Pell and I both feel as though we

hardly left this place since last night or early this morning, we wel-
come you all here. And I have no opening statement.

I will defer to my esteemed and valued colleague, Senator Pell.
Senator PELT.. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to express my thanks to you for conducting these

hearings today.
I also want to extend my sincere thanks to each of the witnesses.

Some of you have come from considerable distance to testify on
this bill, and we are most appreciative of your willingness to inter-
rupt your schedules and offer us the benefit of your opinion.

The legislation before us today is an attempt to match an exist-
ing resource with a perceived need. It would establish a mechanism
for transferring the Government's substantial investment in com-
puter programming for training systems to those organizations and
groups which can utilize such technology in training the civilian
workforce.

The goal of S. 2561 thus is to promote employment through new
technological training systems. Recent developments in merging
the technologies of computers and televisionas exemplified by
interactive videodisc systemslend themselves admirably to this
purpose. By opening up the Government's reservoir of such tech-
nology, this bill could support and promote vocational education
and training in a variety of fields and through a variety of chan-
nels, several of which are represented by our witnesses here today.

I would observe that this bill seeks to fill a specialized niche in
the spectrum of Government technology transfer. There are exist-
ing Government programs to promote general technology transfer
and there are of course a number of programs to advance vocation-
al training and adult education. But there is not, to the best of our
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understanding, a program specifically charged with the special re-sponsibility for transferring training technology to support voca-tional education and job training in the private sector.The time would appear to be especially ripe for such a special-ized program. We live in an era of technological change and in-tense international competii,an. Industrial dislocation is pervasiveand persistent in spite of near term economic recovery. Thousandsof our citizens need retraining in new skills, and thousands moreneed special training in basic skills and literacy. Our small busi-nessmen report that one of their biggest problems is ,findingtrained and qualified workers.
We hope that many of these needs can be met by the new tech-nology of training and by sharing the economies of scale of systemsalready developed by the Government.
S. 2561 is a first attempt to provide the mechanism of transition.It is a homegrown bill in the sense that it is not the product of anyparticular interest group, and it ventures into some unchartedareas. It may need revamping and revision before it can serve thefunction for which it is intended. We seek to create a record at thisstage which will be the basis for its further evolution. Your testi-mony here today is the first step in that process.
And our first witness today is Mr. William Spring, vice presidentfor community affairs, the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston; andpresident of the Boston Private Industry Council established underthe Job Training Partnership Act.
Mr. Spring, we value your prospective views as a banker and asa community leader. I appreciate your interest in coming today.Out of curiosity, how did you get here, sir?
Mr. SPRING. By airplane.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM SPRING, VICE PRESIDENT FOR COM-
MUNITY AFFAIRS, THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF BOSTON,AND PRESIDENT OF THE BOSTON PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUN-
('IL 1.1TPA), BOSTON, MA

Mr. SPRING. Mr. Chairman 'nu Senator Pell, I am here underslightly false colors. I am 1-: ty just a superannuated staffer. I
worked for Gaylord Nelson from 1963 to 1973 on this Committee aswell as on his personal staff and worked on education, employ-ment. and training issues in the Carter White House for Stuart Ei-senstadt as well.

I now serve Frank Morris. He is the long-term president of theFederal Reserve Bank of Boston. He is also chairman of the BostonPrivate Industry Council and chairman of the Trilateral Councilfor Quality Education in Boston, an organization which has beentrying to help some 25 Boston businesses who are partners withBoston public high schools.
We have made, and 1 was-1 came to work for him as a consult-ant first and then in January was made vice president for commu-nity affairs of the Federal Reserve Bank.
We in Boston are very proud of the effort that the city, theirMayor White and now under Mayor Flynn, that schools and thebusiness community are working together and grappling with prob-

i)
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lems in Boston which despite our very strong economy are ex-
tremely serious.

Boston is a city with one of the largest fractions of its population
poor of any in the country. We have made the agonizing long tran-
sition from a manufacturing to a knowledge-based industry, and
that is good.

We face relatively low unemployment by national standards, and
that is good.

kit those jobs now require, not without exception but largely,
Lertainly all the jobs which pay adequate income for a man to sup-
port his family or for a woman to support her children, those jobs
require basic skills. And our estimates are that as many as 100,000
of Boston's roughly 550,0110 population lack functional literacy As
you know, the national numbers are even more startling, 32 to 56
million are the estimates of the people who are not prepared now
to make the kind of contribution they need, their families need and
the Nation needs to the industrial prospects this country has in the
future.

So what do you do about it? Well in Boston we have launched an
adult literacy project with the universities, the school system, the
city and the private sector all collaborating.

We now have some 14 centers of training. We have through the
University of Massachusetts and Boston and Roxbury Community
College, a kind of a center for study and for training. We think we
are making great progress. In fact, we have increased by threefold
the number of adult high school equivalency degrees granted in
Boston. However, with all this forward progress, $1 million of com-
munity block grant money committed, we are still only reaching
1,200 people a year.

Under these circumstances, it is going to take tit, 100 years to see
the light at the end of the tunnel, and that is just not acceptable.

How do we get from here to there? We believe that education
technology offers a very promising avenue which is worth serious
exploration. It is not a secret, although I must say Senator Pell, I

was surprised to read your $262 million figure for the Defense De-
partment's investment in educational technology. It is a substantial
amount of money but it is no secret that the Department of De-
fense has developed a videodisc, a computer-assisted learning tech-
nology for basic skills for young people coming into the Army who
may be in trouble. I know that getting into the Army now requires
a high school degree, but we found in Boston in our employment
and training programs that almost half of the applicants to our
training programs, many of whom have high school degrees, lack
functional literacy.

Well, it is no secret that the Army developed the technology for
basic skill instructions with this rather remarkable videodisc- assist-
ed technique.

If there were a way of transferring that technology so that it
would be usable for us in Boston, we would want to participate
very much. We have been talking to a number of electronics com-
panies in Eastern Massachusetts, we have been talking to the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts, we are in fact exploring ourselves the
possibility of developing basic skills software for such a system.
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It turns out the best estimates areyou are talking about $1 mil-
lion or $1.5 million to develop the courseware.

Now, I know if you are developing in courseware to teach them
how to fix typewriters, that is good for $100,000 or $200,000. But if
you are talking about a basic skills project, which is a substantial
operation, it takes time, it takes money.

If the taxpaying public have already invested in people and time
and experimentation to make such a system work, then having a
way tc make that system available to the public schools of Boston
and to the employment and training program in eastern Massachu-
setts is what I think would be sound, sensible and very much in thepublic interest.

We believe in Boston that the future of adult education lies in
large part in lowering the cost of providing high quality competen-
cy-based education to people.

The most attractive thing about this technology is that by com-bining sound and visual programs with an ability to keep the
teaching material right at the cutting edge of the person's percep-tion, allows you to make progress in this field where we have had,
despite a number of years in adult literacy efforts, not made that
much progress in the past.

In talking to the electronic firms, they argue that teaching
people mechanical skills, the repair of machinery, that thesethat
this technology cuts the time almost in half and increases the
learning of the average person taking the course very substantial-
ly. To say that 90 percent of your people must learn 90 percent of
the material is out of the auestion when you are able to concen-
trate on the learning pattern and keep your material at the cutting
edge of learning for each individual.

So in short, we believe that there is a large need in the training
and the education world for the kind of technology we already
have invested substantially in through the Defense Department.
We believe that the Training Technology Transfer Act of 1984, S.
2561 represents a modest first step.

NASA has demonstrated that thinking through carefully how
space technology could be transferred to a civilian use can in fact
speed that process. We believe that the same careful thought and
careful structure can have similar good effects in education tech-
nology.

So Senator Pell, we congratulate you on introducing this bill and
want to say how muchand the people that I have talked to think
it is a ;rood idea.

Let me finally end with a disclaimer, however. I am not testify-
ing in any sense on behalf of the Federal jurisdiction or the Feder-
al Bank of Boston. In fact, I am not even testifying on behalf of the
board of directors of the Private Industry Council. I am here as a
private citizen who has been working on these issues.

So leL me thank you for an opportunity to testify and ask to in-
clude in the record some information about our adult literacy pro-
gram in Boston.

Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Spring and a copy of the literacy

program in Boston follows:1

5
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July 28, 1984

Tcatillony prepared for the U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Education on S. 2561,

"The Training Technology Transfer Act of 1984"

by ti ll ri
PliWifilenton Private Industry Council

Mr. Chairman, let me thank you for this opportunity to testify on Senates

Pell's legislation to make training education technology developed by tho

federal government, especially the Defense Department, more readily available

to the people of this country.

Let me begin by saying that I am here today at the request of the

Committee and as a private citizen.

I work for Frank Morris, President of the Federal Reserve Rank of Boston

and Chairman of the Roston Private Industry Council. I am president of the

PIC. But my views today do not represent the position of either the PIC or

the Federal Reserve Bank.

I want to testify in favor of this legislation, from the perspective of a

person working with the training challenge facing one American city.

As you are well aware the national estimates of the number of people

functionally illiterate range from 30 million to 56 million.

Boston has a strong economy. And since we have gane through the very

gainful years of adjustment from a manufacturing to A knowledge-based economy,

:f9 -d69 0- r4-4 - 2



we believe that the potential for fetur1 prosperity is great. Rut the very

opportunities of a knowledge-base economy presents a challenge to the poor and

to education.

Cone are the jobs where a mel could
support his family --or a woman could

support the children in her homewith a job requiring only willing hands.

Now a solid basic education is critical to self support and contribution to

the community.

In Boston, we have put together an innova.rve program to attack Adult

illiteracy. With one million dollars
of communitj developmeat block grant

turds, the city - -in collaboration with
commlnity-based crgAnirations, the

university and the business
communitiesbau mounted a program that will serve

SUMP 1,200 people during its
first full year, and increase by three-fold that

nomher (,f people earning
adult high schonl diplomas.

There are fourteen
learning centers run by

community-baaed organizations

to aasure that each of our city' diversity of ethnic groups are fairly

aerved. And the University of
MnssachusettaBoston and Roxbury Community

Collegehave established a rea"urce institute for the monitoring of progress

the training of 'fat!.
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We are very proud of this initiative. But with an estimated 100,000

Bostonians in need of the program it will take us roughly 100 years at our

current rate to reach light at the end of the tunnel.

if we are going to get this job done in any reasonable length of tire, we

need a much better education and training technology. Such as may well lie

within the potential of intera6tive video -disc computer assisted technology.

We have been disc4asing--with a leading Massachusetts electronics

firm--the possibility of developing basic literacy softvear for such a

system. The beat estimate available to us is that the coat would approximate

$1.5 million dollars in staff time clone.

Now comes consideration of the Pell legislation. The work that the

Defense Department has done in this area is hardly secret. But the distance

between knowing that the Defense Department has developed a basic - literacy

curriculum for inter-active video and waking that technology in anyway

available to the people in Boston is long indeed.

NASA has shown us that careful thought and organisation can speed the

application of space hardware to the civilian economy. It is the purpose of

thiv hill to tweed the application of defense and other federally developed

education at .d training technology to the general public.

I believe that the 14414 'ion a oroposed represents good sense.
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In his introductory remarks April 11th, Senator Pell states that the Defense

Department spent $256 million In 1982 on educational and training technology.

Such a heavy capital investment makes sense to the Pentagon because the investment

per trainee, spread over hundreds and hundreds of thousands of service men and

women is low. For the individual American school district or city such heavy

investment is not possible. But if the results of such public expenditure could be

made available to local education and training
agencies the benefits might well

make a significant difference to the nation.

Let me return to the Boston drive against illiteracy. Now we have fourteen

neighborhood centers relying mostly on paper and pencil teaching methods. Suppose

instead of being able to progress only at the center when it is open and the

teachers on hand and the class not too crowded
and the student can find time in

a schedule crowded with work and family responsibilities, suppose that instead

each community school and community cet.ter and branch library had an interactive

video-disc teaching center with a battery of machines able to provide instruction

and to very accurately moniter individual progress. If we were then able to reach

tens of thousands of people in Boston rather than the one thousand per year we are

re.lLhing now the prospect of ending functional illiteracy might be real. Such a

hop.. depends, f-conrse. on lowering the cost of the machines, which we are assured

will happen. But it also depends on the development of basic literacy courseware

and experience with the use of the technology.

The Pell bill gives some hope that we in the civilian sector may have a chance

l gar, informed .1c-cells to the work already paid for by the taxpayer and carried out

b.,- the Defense Department. 1 believe the legislation deserycs support.
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ADULT LITERACY INITIATIVE

City of Boston

Neighborhood Development and Employment Agency

Kevin H. White, Mayor

Paul S. Grogan, Director

Summer 1983

THE PROBLEM

The City of Boston's Neighborhood Development and Employment

Agency (NDEA) admin,sters job training and placement programs for

Boston youth and adults. Serving seoet-.1 thousand residents each

year, the NDEA has found that a large number of the unemployed

and underemployed adult clients seeking NDEA services is severely

undereducated and, therefore, unable to qualify for these programs.

Possessing reading and math skills at a fifth grade level, the

functionally illiterate experiences difficulty in tasks such as

reading a job application, a consumer product label or a bus schedule.

The problem of adult illiteracy is illustrated in the following

national and local statistics:

One of five adults in the United States has been

determined to be functionally incompetent;

e The national annual dollar costs include $6 billion

spent on welfare programs and unemployment compensa-
tion due to illiteracy and another 66.6 billion to

support 700,000 illiterates in prison;

'1 It is estimated that by 1985 65% of all jobs will

be information handling rather than goods handling;

e In Massachusetts, 27% of adults 25 years and over

have not completed high school. With 1.4 million

adults in this category, Massachusetts ranks in the

'top ten' among all states with record levels of adults

lacking high school completion;

In 1981 Massachusetts ranked 11th among states receiving

new immigrants. In just the past two years 21,000

refugees have entered Massachusetts. Of these, 15,000

are illiterate and 60% require AFDC. These figures do

not take into account illegal immigration which studies

conservatively estimate at an equal share;

32% of Boston's adults (25 years and older) have not

completed their high school education;

Among minorities educational completion rates are stagger-

ing. 62% of all Hispanic adults; 38% of all Black adults;

and 45% of all Alien adults in the City of Boston lack

high school diplomas;

r alIo
50% of Boston' t CET participants enrolled in Basic Skills

programs are hiq sc 1 graduates yet could not meet entry

requirements for skil s training programs;

32% of all jobs in Boston are professional, managerial

or lechnical while only 21% are in the areas of produc-

tion and maintenance. Even within the latter two areas,

however, 40% of all positions are in the skilled craft

areas.

13
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THE ADULT LITERACY INITIATIVE

The City of Boston recently launched the Adult Literacy
Initiative designed to combat the growing problem of functional
illiteracy among the Boston adult population. The initiative is
sponsored by the Neighborhood Development and Employment Agency
in collaboration with Goals for Boston, the Boston Private
Industry Council, the Boston Public Schools and the Boston Housing
Authority.

The goal of the initiative is to offer an occupational focus
to basic educational instruction to Boston residents whose lack
of basic competencies, English language skills or high school
certification impede their labor force entry and mobility.

To achieve this goal, the initiative aims to:

coordinate and impro"e the disparate adult
education efforts which r.e currently operating
in the City of Boston,

initiate new practices and concepts in the field
of adult basic education in Boston, most importantly,
that of 'occupational literacy' and

reach out to unserved or underserved segments of the
adult population in need of competencies and/or
certification and experiencing employment difficulties.

The initiative, is designed to provide a grass-roots apdroach.
The NDEA, working in consultation with its advisory board (see
Appendix A), has designated fourteen neighborhood- based learning
centers to carry out the educational programs (See Table 1). The
neighborhood learning centers will offer a flexible approach
to education, suiting the individual needs of students. Opportu-
nities for instruction will vary according to demand; some teaching
needs will include:

competency-based learning, using life experience to
develop basic skills such as problem solving and
communication;

occupational literacy, with such workshops as resume
writing or interviewing;

non-credentialing alternatives, such as English
language skills classes, and

GED preparation or External Diploma programs for
those who desire certification.

In addition, the Resource Institute operated jointly by the
University of Massachusetts/Boston and Roxbury Community College,
will provide technical assistance, teacher training, curriculum
development and volunteer management.

The NDEA, through the use of Community Block Grant funds, has
committed one million dollars to this effort for the next year.
The Permanent Charity Fund of Boston has made a major contribution
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to the initiative, a $100,000 challenge

to leverage additional private dollars.
a long-term commitment to set up a fund

and corporate support of the initiative.
Housing Authority has committed $50,000

grant for the first year,
The Fund has also made
for future philanthropic

Additionally, the Boston
to the program.

The formal public launching of the initiative was held on

June 10, 1983 at the WAITT House in Roxbury, one of the newly-

designated program sites. The announcement of the program was

made by Mayor White, Mrs. George Bush of Washington, D.C., NDEA

Director Paul Grogan and Permanent Charity Fund Director Geno

Ballotti.

Mrs. Bush, a national leader in the fight against illiteracy,

cited Boston's initiative as "an important and necessary program

serving hard-to-reach illiterate adults"and commended the City for

its leadership role in addressing the issue on a grass-roots level

as well as its innovative use of federal funds to stimulate private

hatch funding.

"Boston's effort demonstrates how a city can aggressively attack

a compelling educational and social problem on a local level, "Mrs.

Bush sai/. "This grass-roots approach recognizes the need for access-

ible, flexible education. I hope it will set a precedent for other

cities to follow."

The fourteen neighborhood-based literacy programs will begin

operating this summer, and be in full swing by early fall 1983.

Approximately 1,000 adults are expected to be served in the first

year.



Table 1.

ADULT LITERACY INITIATIVE

Organization Chart

NDEA

Collaborators

Resource Inst.

U.Mass/Roxbury
Comm. College

410-imm",

1

ABCD/

Roxbury
APAC

E. Boston
Harborside
Comm. Sch.

Kent/
Charlestown
Comm. Schs.

111

El Centro
del Carden-
al

Mattahunt
Corm. Sch.

Intn'l

Institute
of Boston

Mujeres

Latinas de
Dorchester
en Accion

Jackson/
Mann Comm.

School

Quincy
Comm. Sch.

%.1 1. t)

--------
Jamaica
Plain Comm.

Schools

United So.
End Settle-
ments

Jewish
Vocational
Services

WAITT
House

WEAVE/
Women, Inc.
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ADULT LITERACY PROGRAM SUMMARIES

The following neighborhood-based organizations have been de-

signated to carry out the Adult Literacy Initiative.

A.B.C.D./Roxbury APAC

The Roxbury A.B.C.D. Basic Skills and Competency Program will

provide 100 Boston residents with self-paced, competency-based

instruction in cognitive, occupational and life skills. Upon

program complution, participants will have achieved a functional

literacy level adequate for entry into a job, a skills training

program or the Adult Diploma Program. Student services will be

offered through a citywide adult learning center and a community

center located in the Roxbury APAC.

East Boston Harborside Community School

The East Boston Adult Literacy project will serve 65 residents

of East Boston at the Harborside Community School. The instructional

approach will be tailored to individual learning needs for basic

skills, special skill competencies and English proficiency and will

employ the use of computers.

El Centro del Cardenal

El Centro del Cardenal will implement a competency-based ESL

program targeted for Hispanic residents of the South End/Upper Roxbury

area with a specific focus on the Cathedral Housing Development. The

objective of this Hispanic Adult Basic Lifeskills and English (HABLE)

program is to increase the educational levels of Hispanic adults

thereby affording them access to available jobs and admission into

various vocational training programs. This program will be coordinated

with that of United South End Settlements. The project will serve

80 clients.

International Institute of Boston

The International Institute of Boston will implement a Special

Project for English Language Literacy (SPELL) to provide cometency-

based ESL and occupational literacy to French speaking Haitian

inmigrants residing in the North Dorchester/Franklin Field area of

Boston. The program will be provided by professional ESL staff and

will be supplemented by on-site volunteers trained and supervised

by IIB staff. The project will serve 50 clients.

Jackson/Mann Community School

The Jackson/Mann Community School will operate Project ACCESS

(A Community Competency-based Education Service for Adult Students).

This program will serve 70 Allston/Brighton residents by providing

two components: a basic life skills component which will increase

basic literacy skills through a life-focus competency-based curri-

culum and an External Diploma Program which will provide adults

with opportunities for certification. Tutoring will be available

along with a learning lab, on-site daycare, and counseling service.

The Jackson/Mann program will target services to residents of the

39 369I) .4 .1
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Faneuil and Fidelis Housing Developments.

Jamaica Plain Community Schools

The Adult Literacy Program will provide competency-based
adult educational services to 100 adults from the Jamaica Plain,Roslindale, and Roxbury neighborhoods.

The program targets low-
income, non-English speaking or educationally disadvantaged adult3living in the Archdale, South Street and Bromley Heath Housingprojects, the Brookside neighborhood of Jamaica Plain, and NorthernRoslindale. The program will improve educational levels of clientsby providing an individualized plan of self-paced instruction in
a learning center at Jamaica Plain

High Community School in whichan adult may receive up to 32 hours per week of instruction andremediation.

g Jewish Vocational Services

The Jewish Vocational Service will provide literacy, ESL andbasic math instruction for 110 Indochinese refugees residing primarilyin the Brighton/Allston area of Boston. The objective of this in-
struction is to assist clients to reach a skill level which will
enable them to pursue further training and education, and thereforeachieve their full occupational potential.

Kent/Charlestown Community School

The Kent/Charlestown Community School will offer an External
Diploma Program in conjunction with basic skills preparation targetingAFDC mothers residing in public housing. The proposed program will
involve classes in communications,

interpersonal relationships,
occupational and cognitive skills. In addition to providing for anenvironment which promotes peer teaching and independent learning,
participants will have access to daycare and counselling services.This project will serve 50 clients.

Mattahunt Community_ School

The Mattahunt Community School will operate a competency-based
program of instruction and assessment for adult residents of Mattapan,South Dorchester, Hyde Park and Roslindale. This agency currently
operated a GED preparation program and will expand to offer instruc-
tion leading to the acquisition of an External Diploma. Clientswill receive preparation in academic subjects along with career
development workshops, occupational assessments, and counselling. 50clients will be served.

Mujeres Latinas de Dorchester en Accion

Mujeres Latinas de Dorchester en Accion is a daytime, English
as a Second Language program designed for low-income minority womenof Dorchester many of whom live isolated by language and cultural
barriers from society at large. The Mujeres' classes are geared forwomen with very limited previous education.

The program objectiveis to offer language instruction in a way that promotes criticalthinking and a positive self-image leading to self-reliance. Allinstruction is competency-based and emphasizes vocational prepared-ness. WeeLly workshops will be led by guest speakers on topics
ranging from health issues to home weatherization to reinforce the
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academic aspects of the program. Counselling and free childcare will

be offered to aid in retention of clients. 65 clients will be served.

Quincy School Community Council

Building on seven years of experience, curriculum and materials,
the QSCC Adult ESL Program will provide: (1) ESL Instruction at

the beginning levels to 30 Asian immigrants through an addition

of bilingual classes and a further development of their competency-

oriented curriculum; (2) a Transitional Component serving 60 Asian

intermediate level ESL students which focuses on developing occupa-
tional literacy competencies which will facilitate the difficult

transition from a bilingual/bicultural environment to the English-only

environments of educational and vocational training programs and
most places of employment; (3) Tutoring Component, serving 35 Asian

immigrants enabling both supplementary and primary individualized
instruction through a subcontract with the 'One With One' Program;
(4) Learning Lab Component which will incorporate intensive career
exploration, a language lab, and drop-in instructional and supportive
services; and (5) a full range of bilingual advocacy, counseling,
referral and translation services; and (6) on-site childcare during

class hours. The unduplicated count of individuals to be served is

110 in the first year.

United South End Settlements

The United South End Settlements will implement a competency-
based basic skills and External Diploma program targeted for non-

Hispanic residents of the South/Upper Roxbury area of Boston with a

specific focus on the Boston Housing Authority's Cathedral Housing

Development. Employability development will be a key focus with
occupational workshops included in the program design. 50 clients

will be served in coordination with the program operated by El Centro

del Cardenal.

WAITT Hcuse

The WAITT House (We're All In This Together) is located in the

Roxbury/Dudley section of Boston and will offer a solid, competency-

based program with three components: External Diploma; Job Prepara-

tion; and Basic Skills Instruction. WAITT House opened in 1979

and currently serves a multi-ethnic population through activities

such as community outreach, daycare, and adult education programming.

Proposing linkages with other agencies, a diverse staff, and provision

of strong client supports including daycare, advocacy and counselling,

this program is designed to reduce or eliminate the critical barriers

which cause high attrition in many other adult education programs.
This program will serve 65 clients.

WEAVE/Women, Inc.

WEAVE will provide competency-based instructional and assess-
ment services to 100 low income, educationally disadvantaged adult

female residents of Roxbury and Dorchester. These services will be

offered tnrough an open entry/open exit skills development program

in which students will contract to develop particular competencies

in basic skills, job readiness skills. and life management and

problem-solving skills. Competence in these areas will lead to succe'.s-

ful performance and for at least 60 students will result in entry into

an instructional and assessment program for the competency-based
External Diploma awarded in conjunction with the Boston Public Schools.
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Appendix B

Goals For Boston June,1983

ADULT LITERACY
INITIATIVE
LAUNCHED

Estimates suggest that 100,00 Boston
adults have not completed high school,
and that an equal number are function-
ally illiterate, possessing only a fifth-grade
level of reading, writing and computation
skills. To combat this problem, Boston
recently announced an Adult Literary
Initiative, which will support series of

neighborhood based learning centers
providing basic educational programs to
1,000 adults annually. The City's Neigh-
borhood Development and Employment
Agency (NDEA) has committed
S1,000,000 of Community Development
Block Grant funds to the Initiative.
NDEA was supported in c'tablishing this
effort by Coals for Boston, the Pnvate
Industry Council. and the Boston

Housing Authority.
Mayor Kevin H. White announced the

creation of the Literacy Initiative at a
press conference at WAITT House in
Roxbury on June 10. In his remarks, the
Mayor said, "The education of our entire
workforce is essential. Bostonians lacking
basic competency in reading, writing and
math skills must be prepared to keep pace
with the demands of the labor market in
the information age." He was joined by
Barbara Bush, the wife of the Vir.e
President of the United States, who has
campaigned vigorously across the
country on behalf of increased adult
literacy. Mrs. Bush applauded Boston as

the first city in the nation to undertake
such a major program to expand adult
basic education and link it to the
employment and training system.

NDEA's financial contribution is the
foundation of what will become a larger
pool of money directed at this problem
over time. The first two additional con-
tnbunons came from the Permanent
Charity Fund of Boston, a $100,000
challenge grant to leverage pnvate

dollars, and the Boston Housing
Authority at $50,000. In addition, PCF
will establish a fund for philanthropic
and corporate support of the Literacy
Initiative.

Fourteen community-based organs:a-
tions reaching virtually every neighbor-
hood in the city have been designated to
operate the adult education programs.
They will offer a flexible approach suited
to the individual needs of the students.

Curriculum offerings will include
competency based learning, using life

experience to develop basic skills such as

problem-solving and communication;
occupational literacy, with workshops in
resume-writing and interviewing;
English-language classes; and GED or
External Diploma preparation for those
adults seeking certification.

The Adult Literacy Initiative, consist-
ent with the basic premises of Goals for
Boston, focuses on the recognition of
significant areas of need and the marshal-

ling of resourcespublic and privateto
meet those needs. The Initiative is

another example of active development
of public-private partnerships in our city.

Mayor Kevin H. White announces the

launching of Boston's Adult Literacy Inina-

nue, a program to combat functional Au-r-

acy among Boston adults. Joiniqg the Mayor

U Mrs. George Bush, who has chosen literacy

as her major issue during her husband's vice

presidency, and Paid Grogan, Director of the

Neighborhood Drveiopment and Employ.

merit Agency, sponsor of the initiative
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Help for Boston's illiterate
Illiteracy strangles the potential success and

threatens the survival of an estimated 100,000
adults in Boston. They can't read well enough
to fill out a job application or to decipher the
label on a can They lack other important skills
too.

Fortunately. help is on the way. Fourteen
adult learning centers, run by community
groups, will start or expand in almost every
neighborhood before the end of summer. Ap-
proximately 1000 adults are expected to benefit
the first year.

The city will foot the bill with $1 million in
federal community development funds chan-
neled through Boston's Neighborhood Develop-
ment and Employment Agency.

Mayor White and the NDEA deserve praise
for this forward-thinking campaign. It reflects
some new priorities.

The NDEA is charged with increasing jobs,
encouraging commercial revitalization and im-
proving the housing stock. This effort recog-
nizes the connection between skills and em-
ployment.

Work has changed. The old opportunities
for advancement in unskilled slots are disap-
pearing New opportunities are growing daily
as the downtown development boom continues.
Workers will fill those new offices, but only if
they have the necessary skills.

The causes of Illiteracy are numerous. Some
adults simply did not learn Others attended
poor schools or dropped out Many immigrants
battle a language barrier

The t its s literacy program is unique in
some ixrshe ways It establishes a resource 111

stitute. a joint endeavor by Roxbury Communi-
ty College and UMass-Boston. That links high-
er education and neighborhood action, two of
the area's strengths. Though details must be
worked out. the institute has the potential to
improve management of the literacy program,
develop new curriculum and be a conduit for
shared Information so that successes can be
duplicated.

The adult learning centers will be set up In
existing community centers. That locates the
opportunity close to those who need It In famil-
iar locations.

Besides reading lessons. the curriculum will
include language skills, problem-solving tech-
niques and jorelated lessons such as how to
write a resume or interview successfully.

Boston's commitment Is crucial. The Rea-
gan Administration has continually reduced
federal funds earmarked for adult basic educa-
tion even as the illiteracy problem worsens na-
tionally.' But the SI million earmarked here
and the additional $50,000 given by the Boston
Housing Authority Is not enough.

The private sector. businesses and Individ-
uals. must help. The mechanism is already In
place. The Permanent Charity Fund of Boston
has set up a literacy fund for contributions.
The fund has also issued a challenge grant of
3100.000. which must be matched by dona-
tions before It can be used.

Businesses and corporations should invest
in the development of a skilled latx)r pool Em-
ployers will benefit as much as the individuals
who improve themselves

07
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The Boston Herald, Mo nday, June 13, 1983
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Good way to start,
war on illiteracy

AN ESTIMATED 100,000 Bos-
ton adults or 32 percent of the
population over age 25 have.
never completed high school.

An equal number are be-
lieved to be functionally illiter-
ate. That is, they have no more
than fifth grade reading, writ-
ing and math skills. Given
those distressing statistics is it
any wonder that Boston people
have difficulty competing in
today's highly competitive job
market, a market where nearly
one-third of all jobs are profes-
si o nal , managerial or
technical?

The city's Neighborhood De-
velopment and Employment
Agency, which has seen the
extent of the problem first
.hand, has come up with a new
program to help combat adult
illiteracy. The new grass roots

r". Uliq Mal_to

program is expected to serve
about 1000 adults at 12 to 14
neighborhood-based learning
centers. It is funded- by a $1
million federal grant part of
the Community Development
Block Grant program as
well as $100,000 from the Per- 7
manent Charity Fund of Bos-
ton and $50,000 from the Bos-
ton Housing Authority.

And the list of those busin-
esses and individuals willing to
giv:. -their time and their
r.ioney to help solve the prob-
lem of illiteracy in Boston need
not end there. It's Boston bu-
sinesses as well as its residents
who will directly benefit from
the Adult Literacy Initiative,
as it has been named.

Limited in scope, the pro-
gram can only begin to make a
dent in the problem. But it's a
darned good way to start.
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Bridging The Education Gap
This le another In a

earl's of columns
dealing with topical
issues of Interest to
all Bostonians, to be
publIstied In ibis
newspaper, written
by Mayor Ilivls H
White.

Readers are In.
'Aged W forward to
the Meyer. through
this newspaper.
Ivies for treatment
In tae column and
responses

By Mayor Kevin H. Whits

Before ennouncing the city's new
Adult Literacy Initiative on June 10. I
reviewed some 'mimics Included In a
memo that one of my staff members
sent to me To put it mildly. the figures
were disturbing

According to these statistics. up to 34
million adults In this country are

functionally illilerals" and have
dif ficully in such tasks u reading s lob
application. a coasumer product label,
or a bus schedule. And, to bring the
problem closer to home, this situation
does not stop outside our city limits, it
is estimated that 100.000 Boston adults
have not completed high school end
the' an equal number ere functionally

race

nu, emphasizes lust how importent

our recently launched Adult Literacy
Initiative isnot only to those adults
In our community who need educe-
tional help, but to the future of Boston
u a prospering city.

Let's look for a moment at what's
been happening In Boston for the peat
couple of decades and what's hap
pining now at an accelerating pace.
First, we look back and gen that out
city has changed from an urban center
buically oriented to manufacturing
goods to one that now is serv
Ice-oriented. with a strong influence
of high technology. Today 32 percent
of all jobs in Baton are professional.
managerial or technical, while only 21
percent are production and meinte-
nance jobs. And even In these letter
two area, two out of every five Jobe
demand skilled craft'.

In other words, todey's lobe are
demanding workers with better edu
cations than the labor force in gonersl
needed in the past. And. In today''
"Information age," the trend Is
quickening.

Another way of looking at the
situation le this: Boston is generating
more lobo that require more skills than
aver before. To help ensure that
Batonlans share in the benefits of the
city's acono.nic boom. my
administration has launched a num
bet of Initiatives The Adult Literacy
program is the latest, and certainly

one of the most basic, of these Initle-
tIves

What we are doing In our cityand
I hope it sets a precedent elsewhere In
the country Is finding better ways to
bring adult education Into our neigh.
borhooda In an effort to bridge the gap

between the skill levels of
functionally Illiterate and Ina skill
demands of today's Job marketplace.

Our Adult Literacy Initiative is an
effort to Integrate and expand out
present adult basic education facil-
ities, end to connect than) with the
existing training and employment
system.

Logiaticelly, this will Involve 14
neighborhood learning centers to
serve about 1.000 adults a yeas.

To fund this essential program. the
city's Neighborhood Development
and Employment Agency (NDEAI.
has committed $1 million In Com,
mutiny Development Block Grant
funds to support the various neigh-
bor hood based educational projects.
which will Include problem solving.
English language skills. and occupa-
tional literacy (such as workshops in
resume writing end lob Inierviewingl

In short, this Is a grass roots ap
proech

Hut it is backed With nut only fed
oral funding. but private sector re

sources as well. impatiently, the
Permanent Charity Fund of Boston
has contributed a $100.000 "chellerige
`rant" to leverage edditionsl dollars
from the privets sector. For the private
sector. the Investment made will be
returned with dividends In the form of
p workforce equal to the greater de-
mands placed upon It by progress.

And the statistics 1 mentioned at the
start of this article show that we have
no time to lose In educating those who
need It In order to keep up with the
changing times By 1915. about two out
of every three jobs will involve
informetion handling. rather than the
goods handling the! predominated
when menufacturers were the major
employers

Mere are no essy solutions to
meeting the changing needs of the lob
morkeiplace. It will teke much herd
thought end hard work, and I think the
Adult Literacy Initiative is s signift
cant move In the right direction.

Though I don't believe In simplistic
answers to complex problems. I do
believe In starting from "the basics- in
buildings solution In Boston. the
basic and indisputeble Ides Is that our
residents are. as a group, the key to the
future of this city By being prepared
for todey's lobs end tomorrows.
13nslonlens will be sharing in their
city's progress, and adding to her
strength

2 BEST 4 j= iiiAlf111
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Senator STAFFORD. Thank you, Mr. Spring.
Senator Pell, do you have questions?
Senator PELL. Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have one. And that is: In your view, Mr. Spring, are you satis-

fied that the bill makes adequate recognition of the role of the Pri-
vate Industry Councils and the existing framework of the Job
Training Act?

Mr. SPRING. Part of your bill which I find most thoughtful is set-
ting up a small unit which would make a catalog of what is going
on. That would be extremely helpful.

The second part I like about the bill is that it talks about dealing
with small grants in trying to effect this transfer process.

I would like to see theto make sure that in the Advisory Coun-
cil that the Job Training Partnership Council is represented and I
think it ought to be made clear in the text of the bill and in the
remarks that you are reaching out to the world in the private
councils. As you know, Senator, we struggled for some years to
effect working private sector involvement in the structure of our
training programs in States like Vermont, Senator Stafford's State,
where the business community and the local political leadership
are working in smaller cities on a face-to-face basis. This is not so
difficult and those States, organizations like the Employment Serv-
ice, I guess the Job Service calls it, works itself very well.

In the large cities these sectors tend to becometalk to one an-
other and then shout across to each other through the newspapers.

We believe that the Private Industry Council is a beginning step
toward structuring a useful and effective private sector involve-
ment and we believe that anything that can strengthen that role
over the next few years would be helpful.

Senator PELL. In your own city of Boston do you find that there
is as much adult literacy?

Mr. SPRING. It is a serious problem, Senator Pell.
Senator PELL. In that regard, what is the Private Industry Coun-

cil doing about it?
Mr. SPRING. In Boston, after the Private Industry Council legisla-

tion was adopted as an amendment to the CETA Act of 1978, if I
may say so, at the initiative of the Carter administration, Boston
immediately began under Mayor Kevin White and the leadership
of David Mendell, Boston immediately began to treat the Private
,ndustry Council as a board of directors for the entire employment
system. The adult literacy initiative was begun in the White ad-
ministration and strongly supported in the Flynn administration
by NDEA, the city's employment and training agency. The PIC is
the board of directors for that agency and it has been heavily in-
volved in planning. It is involved in the Advisory Committee and,
in a modest way, to the financial contribution which is largely fi-
nancially supported by community block grant money.

Senator PEI.L. Thank you. Thank you very much.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Mr. Spring.
The next witness will be Mr. John Robinson who is manager of

retraining, Motorola Training Center, and a member of the Nation-
al Issues Committee of the American Society for Training and De-
velopment from Schaumberg, IL.

Mr. Robinson, we would be pleased to hear from you.

iv thq O .4 4
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STATEMENT OF JOHN ROBINSON, MANAGER OF RETRAINING,
MOTOROLA TRAINING CENTER, SCHAUMBERG, IL; AND
MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL ISSUES COMMITTEE OF THE
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
Mr. ROBINSON. Thank you. I am delighted to be here.
I am speaking on behalf of the American Society for Training

and Development. I also would like to enhance my remarks on
their behalf with some of our experience in Motorola.

As you may know, the American Society for Training and Devel-
opment has a membership of approximately 50,000 people. It is one
of the largest organizations concerned with retraining nationwide.

We have considerable enthusiasm for what the bill represents.
We would like to make several suggestions to enhance the bill.

One of the most important things to be found in Motorola in
transferring technology and providing retraining for people has
been the interface between the individual and technology. We do
see cases where the time it takes to learn the technology for people
who are already employed may be longer than the life of the tech-
nology itself.

I can think of several individual cases; one is an employee named
Carolyn Cortez who spent 14 years acquiring technician-type skills
for her job. She started without a high school degree, and she now
has a 2-year community college degree in electronics. She is now
qualified as an associate in electrical engineering.

When you ask her what her priorities are in life, she says,
"family, education and a job." When you ask her how she accom-
plished it, she says: "Well, I had to change my course of study
three times during the 14 years to meet the graduation require-
ments becalit:e of changing technology."

One of the reasons we are here today is to support what you are
doing and encourage transfer of technology out of Government into
the private sector to accelerate the rate of learning. We do find
that about one-third of the people who are involved in retraining
have a problem with the extended time it takes.

Now, a computer-aided instruction system will not immediately
solve that problem by itself because you need a mentor with it. The
mentor is essential because the learners come into the program
thinking their skills are all right. However, they have usually
fallen behind what is really required. If you take an individual whc,
is already having trouble with their job, and you put them through
retraining and they fail that, then we all have to deal with the
problem in society.

Motorola and other firms are dealing in the worldwide market-
place today. Other countries beyond our borders are finding ways
to accelerate the education and training of their people. I think we
need to do it better here.

Having access to the technology that is already developed within
the Government makes a lot of sense to us. An improved partner-
ship between the Government, the private sector, and trade asso-
ciations should result in a "win-win" for all.

We have several suggestions that we think will enhance the use-
fulness of this bill.
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First would be to broaden out the transfer of technology to not
only small businesses but businesses of all sizes, to trade associa-
tions, State and local government, which is included, and labor or-
ganizations.

If you, look at the historic trend of technology, it is not always
the original developer that is first able to take a new concept or
product and successfully apply it. Sometimes there need to be in-
termediate steps. Frequently, a larger organization with more re-
sources and experience repackages it, and applies it. And then
there is an applied technology learning process that goes on for the
benefit of all.

In summary, our first point is we would like to see the bill broad-
ened out so more organizations could use technology that is devel-
oped with taxpayers' money.

Second, we think the linkage between the technology and the
user ought to be fairly direct. We perceive that the potential users
should be able to talk to the developers directly. That is in contrast
to a library system where the users or the source agency develops
it, writes it up and puts it in a library and then someone else ex-
tracts it. We think that is too long a process.

We think whatever organization is provided as the vehicle to
transfer the technology should put the source agency development
personnel together with the private users, foundations, trade asso-
ciations, and others.

Our third point is that we believe there is a vehicle already
present within the Federal Government to do that in the Depart-
ment of Commerce. NTIS, the National Technical Information
Service within Commerce was created in approximately in 1970 to
transfer information out of Government to the private sector. I
have personally used their service. It works very well. We are able
to get technical papers, documents and so on. But what I wanted to
do through NTIS on a personal basis at Motcrola, which is difficult
to do, is to talk directly to the developer on whatever the technolo-
gy is.

We think the NTIS in an expanded role could facilitate that.
That could be particularly significant to small business organiza-
tions who do not have the resources to hire outside consultants, re-
searchers, and so on to work with the Government people to trans-
fer the technology. We think a face-to-face, one-on-one approach be-
tween the user and the source agency could be very beneficial.

The Stevenson-Waggonner Act, of 1980 addresses that question.
It provides for licensing, personnel exchanges and a number of
other vehicles to transfer technology.

We think an expanded NTIS role could perform that function
well

We do realize that when a source agency is required to transfer
technology there could be additional burdens in time or money on
them. The act needs to address the question of how that transfer
could be funded.

Now, there are times, I think through NASA and others, where
an outside or non-Government entity uses technology and pays a
licensing fee for it That could be the case where you have a well-
defined body of technology that needs to be transferred.
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There may be some portions of technology, computer software
and others that need customizing for a broad range of uses. And in
that instance, NTIS, if you accept this concept, may want to go and
fund it so that many different organizations could use it. In effect,
they would put seed money into it.

In conclusion, we think the concept is right on, it is perfect for
what we are trying to address. We think it could be broadened out
to include more users.

We would like to see a direct linkage between the source agency
and the users. The American Society for Training and Develop-
ment and Motorola and not doubt others would be interested in
participating and helping evolve this concept, because it is neces-
sary for us individually and for the country's economic health as a
whole.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Robinson and additional materi-
al supplied by him follows:]
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STATEMENT OF JOHN ROBINSON

MANAGER OF INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES

MOTOROLA TRAINING CENTER

ON BEHALF OF THE

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT REGARDING

S. 2561

THE TRAINING AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT OF 1984

BEFORE THE

SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES

ROBERT T. STAFFORD, CHAIRMAN

JUNE 28.1984
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GOOD DAY, MR CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE,

MY NAME IS JOHN ROBINSON. I AM MANAGER OF INSTRUCTIONAL

RESOURCES AT THE MOTOROLA TRAINING CENTER IN SCHAUMBERG,

ILLINOIS AND I AM HERE TODAY TO TESTIFY ON BEHALF OF

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT. THE

SOCIETY HAS SOME 50,000 MEMBERS WHO REPRESENT EMPLOYER-

PROVIDED EDUCATION AND TRAINING, THE SINGLE LARGEST FORCE

TODAY IN THE RETRAINING OF AMERICA'S WORKFORCE, WE HAVE

A VITAL INTEREST IN THE EFFICIENCY WITH WHICH OUR EMPLOYEES

ACQUIRE THE NEW KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS THEY NEED'TO KEEP OUR

NATION COMPETITIVE.

FIRST, WE WANT TO EXPRESS ENTHUSIASM FOR WHAT THE TRAINING

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT REPRESENTS. WE URGENTLY NEED GREATER

COOPERATION AND COMMUNICATION AMONG GOVERNMENT, EDUCATION AND

THE WORKPLACE ON MATTERS WHICH RELATE TO DEVELOPING THE NATION'S

HUMAN RESOURCES. BUILDING THE QUALITY OF OUR WORK FORCE IS

CRITICAL TO NATIONAL ECONOMIC HEALTH,

WHILE WE ARE STRONGLY IN FAVOR OF THE BILL'S INTENT, WE WOULD

MAKE SEVERAL SUGGESTIONS WHICH WE BELIEVE WILL MAKE IT MORE

USEFUL.
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FIRST, THE TRANSFER OF TRAINING TECHNOLOGY SHOULD NOT BE

LIMITED TO SMALL BUSINESS, EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS OR STATE

AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, TAX SUPPORTED R&D AND INNOVATION BEST

SERVES THE OVERALL NEEDS OF THE NATION IF IT ENCOMPASSES THE

NATIONAL ECONOMIC COMMUNITY AS A WHOLE,

MUCH OF THE TRAINING TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPED BY THE DEPARTMENT

OF DEFENSE IS PROBABLY BEST SUITED TO MODEST OR LARGE SIZE

ORGANIZATIONS. THESE ORGANIZATIONS HAVE ECONOMIC AND TECH-

NOLOGICAL CAPABILITIES COMMENSURATE WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF

DEFENSE. UNFORTUNATELY, SMALL BUSINESSES OFTEN DO NOT HAVE

SUFFICIENT NUMBERS OF EMPLOYEES OR CANNOT JUSTIFY EXTENSIVE

INVESTMENTS iN EMPLOYEE TRAINING. MOST EMPLOYEE TRAINING DONE

IN SMALL FIRMS IS MODELLED AFTER WHAT HAS BEEN DONE FIRST IN

LARGER FIRMS. TRAINING IN SMALL FIRMS MAY BE EFFECTIVELY EN-

COURAGED BY SUCCESSFUL APPLICATIONS OF THESE NEW TECHNOLOGIES

IN LARGER ORGANIZATIONS,

SECOND, LINKAGES IN TRANSFERS OF TRAINING TECHNOLOGY SHOULD BE

DIRECT AND EFFICIENT. THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE IS IN THE BESI

POSITION TO MAINTAIN A USEFUL INVENTORY OF WHAT IT HAS AND TO

KEEP IT UP TO DATE. IT IS ALSO IN THE BEST POSITION TO

ADVISE OTHERS ON HOW TO USE SOPHISTICATED TRAINING TECHNOLOGY

IT HAS DEVELOPED.
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WE ADVOCATE THE SAME PRINCIPLE WHEN USING OTHER FEDERAL

AGENCIES AS SOURCES FOR TRANSFER OF TRAINING TECHNOLOGY,

NAMELY THE NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION,

THE NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH AND SO ON. WE BELIEVE

THAT EFFECTIVE TRANSFER IS GREATLY ENHANCED BY DIRECT

LINKAGE.

YET, THERE CERTAINLY IS A CASE FOR CENTRALIZED INFORMATION

COLLECTION AND DISSEMINATION,

ACTUALLY, THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE IS ALREADY SET UP,

UNDER THE STEVENSON-WYDLER TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION ACT OF

I980,TO TRANSFER TECHNOLOGY, INCLUDING TRAINING TECHNOLOGY.

THE DEPARTMENT IS NOW CHARGED WITH THE UTILIZATION OF

FEDERALLY-FUNDED TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS, INCLUDING WORKING

WITH SMALL BUSINESSES, COLLECTION AND DISSEMINATION OF IN-

FORMATION, LICENSING AND OTHER HANDLING OF INTELLECTUAL

PROPERTY, WORKING WITH COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, AND FOSTERING

OF PERSONNEL EXCHANGE AMONG GOVERNMENT, ACADEMIA AND INDUSTRY.

IT APPEARS THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE NATIONAL TECHNICAL

INFORMATION SERVICE COULD USE ITS EXISTING MECHANISMS TO PROVIDE

THE FUNCTIONS OF THE OFFICE OF TRAINING TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER.

32
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SUCH AN OFFICE COULD BE FUNDED FOR AN EXPANDED ROLE IN

TRANSFERING GOVERNMENT TRAINING TECHNOLOGY TO THE PRIVATE

SECTOR, THE FUNDING COULD BE EFFECTIVELY UTILIZED FOR:

I. BUILDING A MORE COMPREHENSIVE INVENTORY OF

GOVERNMENT-DEVELOPED TRANING TECHNOLOGY WITH A PARTICULAR

EMPHASIS ON INFORMATION THAT WOULD ENABLE POTENTIAL PRIVATE

SECTORS TO EVALUATE THE APPLICABILITY OF THE TRAINING

RESOURCE TO THEIR OWN NEEDS,

2, DEVELOPING AN ACTIVE PROGRAM OF OUTREACH TO SMALL

BUSINESS. EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS. AND BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

TO ENCOURAGE APPLICATIONS OF. NEWER TRAINING METHODS IN

EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT AND OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION. THESE EFFORTS

MIGHT INCLUDE ORIENTATION SEMINARS AND OTHER LEARNING EXPERIENCES

FOR POTENTIAL USERS. THESE FORUMS COULD BE HELD IN COLLABORATION

WITH THE DEVELOPMENT SOURCE AGENCIES (E.G.. DOD) AND OTHER

FACILITATING INTERESTS SUCH AS TRADE AND PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS,

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT WOULD BE MOST

PLEASED TO EXPLORE JOINT EFFORTS TO INTRODUCE GOVERNMENT-

DEVELOPED TRAINING TECHNOLOGY 1.0 ITS FIELD OF EMPLOYEE TRAINING

AND DEVELOPMENT,

3, ASSISTANCE TO SOURCE AGENCIES SUCH AS THE DEPARTMENT

OF DEFENSE, IN BRINGING THEIR KNOW-HOW TO BEAR IN HELPING POTENTIAL

USERS MAKE EFFECTIVE TRANSFERS. THESE FUNDS COULD BE CHANNELLED

369 -$4 - 5 33
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THROUGH NTIS, IT COULD SERVE AS THE PRIMARY SOURCE OF

INFORMATION AND CONTACT FOR POTENTIAL USERS, USING SOURCE

AGENCIES IN THIS MANNER WOULD TEND TO BRING THE MOST RELEVANT

EXPERTISE AND HIGH RELIABILITY TO THE TRANSFERS. IT WOULD

ALSO KEEP THE SOURCE AGENCIES MORE INVOLVED IN THE PROGRAMS

AND UP TO DATE WITH INFORMATION ABOUT ITS TRAINING TECHNOLOGIES.

THE TRANSFER PROGRAM SPECIFICALLY SHOULD ENCOURAGE PRIVATE

SECTOR ENTREPRENEURS. SUCH AS THE COMMERCIAL PUBLISHERS AND.

ORGANIZATIONS IN WHAT WE HAVE COME TO CALL THE "TRAINING

INDUSTRY" TO HELP TRANSFER TRAINING ADVANCES FROM GOVERNMENT

TO THE PRIVATE SECTOR. ENTREPRENEURS WHO MAKE ADAPTATIONS OF

GOVERNMENT TRAINING MATERIALS OR PROGRAMS SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO

PROTECT THAT NEW WORK AS PROPRIETARY IN ORDER TO ENCOURAGE INVESTMENT

IN PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION, THESE ORGANIZATIONS

HAVE EXTENSIVE PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN ACQUIRING. PRODUCING

AND DISTRIBUTING EDUCATION AND TRAINING MATERIALS AND SERVICES.

THEY REPRESENT A POTENTIAL ME OF EFFICIENTLY ACHIEVING SOME

OF THE PURPOSES OF THIS PROPOSED LEGISLATION,

WE WHOLEHEARTEDLY SUPPORT THE INTENT OF THIS BILL. AND WE

OFFER TO HELP IN ANY WAY WE CAN, WE DO SUGGEST THAT IT MIGHT

BE AMENDED A BIT AS I HAVE OUTLINED TO INCREASE THE PROBABILITY

OF ACHIEVING ITS FULLEST PURPOSE.

3 ,1
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ADVANCED TRAINING TECHNOLOGY HAS A HIGH DEGREE OF

SOPHISTICATION, AS DO MOST ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY, AND WE

BELIEVE THAT THE EXPERTISE ASSOCIATED WITH IT SHOULD BE

LINKED AS CLOSELY WITH TRANSFER APPLICATIONS, WE ALSO RECOMMEND

THAT THE TRANSFER PROCESS BE DESIGNED TO PROVIDE FOR CAREFUL

DEFINITION OF NEEDS OF THE POTENTIAL USERS, SUCH AN APPROACH

WILL ENCOURAGE EFFECTIVE UTILIZATION OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES SO

EMPLOYEES MAY ACQUIRE NEW OCCUPATIONAL KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS,

WE ESPECIALLY WANT 10 COMMEND THE SPONSORS OF THE BILL

FOR THEIR INITIATIVE IN THIS MUCH NEEDED COLLABORATION

BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT AND THE PRIVATE SECTOR,
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In terms of new knowledge about brain function,
the future is already here!

The Creative Brain
BY NED HERRMANN

The. word 'creion ity" is getting as
pepalar today a.4 "productivity" and
r :fIciency"and aril it should,

since in many daily Jaen% dies It rep-
resents the difference bet a ern aver-
age results and outstanding achieve-
ment

In talking about creativity with
tany people. I discover that only a
lea hate any specific underxtanding

it Ntimt hate only a vague
reeling abuLt a hat creatnity is and
where it conies from In my view,
!he source of creativity is the human
brain. particularly that aspect that
we refer to as "the mind." but also
including those parts of the brain
,)stem that are below the cortex and
d at a ith some of our instincts and
emotions New understanding of
brain function that has resulted from
major breakthroughs occurring in
the last 20 years clearly established a
differentiated rule of the two hem'.
spheres, with emphasis on the cere
brill artisan... and more recent' in-
cluding the limbic function. ahich is
also hemispheric.

For the great majority of people.
the left brain IS far better at per.

at' 5-01.:, #.16
(,1 },,,,y

forming logical, analytic and mat he
matical tasks. particularly those
mob. mg linear and sequential pro.
cussing. Whereas, in distinct con-
trast. the right bruin is much better
at non- terbal ideation, intuition. h

listic and synthesizing activities and
tasks. particularly those involving
spatial. visual and simultaneous pro.
ceasing In other aunts. the left
brain is good at language. does aell
at arithmetic, and can plan. schedule
and organize events very precisely.
The right brain is musical and artis-
tic. sees the "forest" instead of the
"trees." helps us time cars and ski
without cracking up. and is
amazingly good at hunches and
"intuitive" flashes The evidence de-
veloped over the past 10 years sup-
porting this differentiation of func
Lion is oierwhelming It has been
reported in detail by many authors
in prominent journals and books fa-
miliar to must people interested in
this subject

I feel that this evidence clearl es
tabhshes that dominance is the hu
man condition. and that for most of
us, one of the two hemispheres is the
dominant one in terms of our pre-

3 6

!erred mode of processing This con
cept of dcminance, huviei or. should
not be thought of as it dichotomy, but
rather as a continuum in which the
dominance is distributed in various
intensities between the tao hemi-
spheres. typically on the hasis of a
primary and secondary relationship
Therefore, for the majority of indi-
s iiluals t thin this culture, there
a mild be a brain dominance condi-
tion in which the two hemisphere:4
would be working together, but with
one clearly taking the lead.

Brain Dominance Examples
During the past five years, my

own work has lead to the devel.
opment of an instrument fur mea-
suring brain dominance. This
21)-minute paper and pencil instru-
ment can accurately differentiate be
t %seen a large number of discrete
positions along the brain dominance
spectrum. ranging (rum extremely

analytic and logical to impressively
intuttne and insightful

Some specific examples of brain
dwilln3nt-e may shed further light
For purposes of illustration. I will
:nicht two classically dominant
[ruin tibial,. one atth left brain

Training and Dovolornent Journal October 1981 11
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dominance and one with right-brain
dominance. If I give these two ste-
reotypes an algebra problem and a
geometry problem to solve I would
predict a highly differentiated re
sponse. The left-brain dominant indi-
vidual would typically have no prob-
lem with the algebra because of
lusher logical, sequential and ana
lytic mental processing, but could
have problems with geometry be-
cause it is based on spatial re-
lationships which require different
processing. On the other hand, the
right -brain dominant individual
would typically have no problem
with geometry, but could have great
difficulty with the analytic. sequen-
tial processing required for algebra.

Another example is the different
mental strategies that are involved
in this differentiated form of think
mg. For example, take the classic
Christmas Eve "toy assembly task."
In this example we are dealing with

a bicycl. The right -brain dominant
individual would look at the parts
and quickly assemble them in his. her
mind's eye to be a bicycle With this
holistic view in mind, he she would
typically ignore the instruction bunk
and proceed to assemble the parts III
conformance with his her image L'p
00 completion he she would disco% er
see en parts left osr. would cram
four of them on and place the re
mamma three in a bag, hang it
around the handlebars and say.
-we 41 luck Jimmy In contrest, the
left brain dominant milli 'dual would
follow the sequence in the instruc
non book and eralltial part a), .ti,
and lc. together sk ith and lei And

on until the bieyele was 4,,vni
Ned The -ev.-.elle u, both is
the same. but the trategy. the ap

12 battling and (retie( wrnettt louthtt:

proach and the mental process is
quite different.

Another example is right-brain
dominant individuals receiving left
brain directions. These directions
appear to be going through their
minds without a glancing blow at
stray neuron. These people typically
get no useful information out of such
an input. However, assuming nomi-
nal map-reading skills, if the same
people were shown a map they would
quickly know where they were and
where they needed to go to arrive at
their destination.

Here is a personal example: I wu
involved in an emergency situation
at the hospital and was handed the
slip which directed me to the Admit-
ting Office. It said, 'Tim right; go to
the end of the corridor, turn left:
turn right; take the elevator one
floor up; turn left; turn right; go to
the end of the corridor; turn left."
Under the emotional circumstances
of the emergency, it was extremely
difficult to follow those directions
and I found myself out a one-way
door, back on the street. It would
have been enormously helpful to me
had the nurse given me a map since
I would be able to see quickly where
I was and where I needed to go. In
point of fact, had she given me both
the sequential instructions and the
graphic directions, I would have
then had a "whole-brained" in-
struction which anybody could have
accurately interpreted.

As a further example. take the
left-brain dominant individual w who
attempting to fix the car engine, but
can't. However, he'she is capable of
passing a written test on how an en.
gine works. In contrast, consider the
right-brained youngster who has
dropped out of school, who, while
leaning against a fence, can diagnose
the problem with the car's engine as
it travels past 11151 feet away He she
is using a whole array of sensory in
put and by Just ubsen:ng the car and
hearing its engine, is able to ACU
Wei), diagnose what's SS now But.
ur course. he she can't pass a written
test on how an engine works. and
pi-01).11,1y can't get a job

:11110. the understanding of domi
nance Is critical in applying the new
kimu ledge of brain function. I go to
some length, to demonstrate this
when l Am atilt- to work directly with
p. -pie in a ja.,Up situaton in MA)

ca toter 1981

of this year. I had such an oppor-
tunity at a conference called
"Brainstreaming. The Art of Whole-
Brain Education." sponsored by Syr-
acuse University School of Educa-
tion. By applying the Herrmann
Brain Dominance Instrument, I was
able to get data on approximately 35
people who were likely to attend the
session. By processing this in ad-
vance, I was able to create a con-
tinuum of this population and from
that select five people from each end
of the continuum; thus producing
two homogeneous groups, one left
brain dominant and one right-brain
dominant.

The demonstration was carried
out as follows: I displayed the names

of the people in Group A and Group
B on an overhead projector, and
called them up to the front of the
auditorium. I did not identify which
group was of which dominance. I
gave both groups the same assign-
ment "What work turns you on?
What are the common ch,iracteris-
tics of the work' Reach a w oup con
census. make a brief report. be back
in 15 minutes " The groups were
sent to break -out rooms which wen
identical. with each containing a to
hie and chairs, a flip -chart and felt
pen markers. During the 15-minute
inter% al before their return I teased
out of the remaining 150 people in
the audience their prediction as to
what each group would report and
how each group would behaie Fre
curly at the end of 15 minutes.
Group A. the left/wain dominant
group. burst into the room. march-
mg in a line with the lead person car
ying a 111p-chart sheet aloft They

looked triumphant. were smiling and
obi iously pleased with themselves I
asked them if they had a spokes
person and would that person makt. a



The indnidual a ith the flip-
.i- then made the following re

Group A (LeftBrein Dominant)
Presentation

read the directions and we
0 the task immediately.

We didn't fiddle around, we
:ril ha. a any conversation.
After we made our lists, we had
., list them according to their
!nportance
'A.- need to know if we did what
A e aere supposed to do.
lae most important thing which

e asterisked and "arrua ed," is
,,at our work must he multi-

fa, creed
We nice to be in control
We have a high need for success
And recognition.
%% like a structured place.
We have to hav e closure.
We are task oriented.
We like to he!' results.
We are always Nosy doing some
thing constructive.
WF like to make lists.

loie to cross things off our
lists
We 1.. e an ordered environ-
ment

V..11,,a tog this elp.irt. a comment
;, rins.11 by one if the group that
'he, had ,irtnali finished in 13

maim r. but wer reluctant to come
?,ark early they the add,

two minutes to prioritize the
of key- char:o.teristics ronta)n

I A, then. nip chart At this point
right bra:rte.,' group I if hail not

t. tor.led and 0 an misary was (11:,
.0( t" get them When they did

I.-torn it ails approximately 20
: after they had been sent to
.1, break out r,,om They drifted in

tdo.,1/ one at a time, and pro-
!,. on1,1 into the authein-e,

t d lot of n,our
:o.-n from me that I got them to

- robb up. a: the frail of the room
I -I, chart. and there

;i ;P1174! one ,r them %olun-
! f..1!..%%wg ris,rt

:soup B (Right-Brain Dominant)
Presentation

i,r-! ..1 Ara. H e H ere (,.nfused
. wo-,1 -work

V.
in.-11.nol paint

85

mg. &aw ing. gardening and
athletics
Lilting a lot of .pace
View ing from a whole point of

Seeing therm! at the beginning

rlloaing thi report. I asked the
group A Naugle comment un how
they haracterrd the a ork that
"turned un" the Group R people.
Their response a as "It seems puz-
cling to me." The left-brained group
then offered gratuitously the com-
ment. "We v-ant you to know that we
are glad ae are a ho we ar."Then,
since the right-hrain group had not
heard the left-brain report since
they had not returned early enough,
I asked the left-brain group to reca
palliate. and they did so with these
key ..orris Ta_skoriented. Struc-
tured. Closure, Successful, In
Cont rid, and Organized.

Whereupon I asked the right
brain group to characterize the work
that -turned on" the left-brain group
and their response- was a simulta-
neous. unanimous "boring Now the
point of all of this is that people. by
reason of the dominance have differ-
ent mental processes and different
mental preferences. and this affects
their choice of wo:k and activities.
These differences, which are very
striking when demonstrated as I

have just done. can be made very
useful a hen individuals are in a situ-
ation a here they can complement
one another by making those differ-
ences additive rather than abrasile
Indeed. these differences can occur
not only between two groups of peas
ple or bet wren taii individuals, but
also inside an individual's head By
this. I mean that the differntiative
capabilities, strategies and prefer
.ices of each hemisphere can be
niade to work effectively together in

C

a back and forth Sequencing, and in
an interactive way so as to achieve
the whole-braindness required for
tasks and activities that require
whole-brain thinking.
Whole-brainodness & Creativity
Since in my view creativity is

a hole-brained, then one can be more
effective in the applied creative
thinking sense if the two hemi-
spheres are working together coop-
eratively and interactively. For ex-
ample, if you think through a

creative process consisting of inter-
est. preparation, incubation, illu
mination, verification and exploi-
tation, then it becomes clear that the
process itself has left-brained, right.
brained and whole-brained phases to
it. If you started with interest as be-
ing the first stage. then I would
speculate that would be whole
brained. Preparation is clearly left-
brained. That means doing the rig-
orous task of defining a problem and
specifying it in its essence. Imp
',atom, on the other hand. is clearly
right-brained. It involves getting
away from the problem and engaging
in an activity that permits the effort-
less, natural processes of the right
hrain to mull over the complexities of
the problem, so as to permit the
mind to come up With new combina-
tions that could lead to a solution.

The illumination stage is a-nen
this kind of -AMC can occur, which
produces one or more possible ideas
or potential solutions The veil.
fication stage. then, is the critical
left-brain analysis of the idea or po-
tential solution against the specifics
tams of the problem The final stage
could be called -exploitation.- which
is the putting to use or applying the
solution a Inch emerges from the
pre% loos stages. Exploitation is

probably a holebramed Thus by
making such a leftbrained analysis

Training and Dervolopmenr lournal Ocrotr 1981 -13
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of the process itself. the whole brain
edness cf creativity becomes more
clear.

If creativity is wholebrained,
then I believe that io teach cre
ativity. there must also be a whole.
brained approach. New knowledge
of brain function, when integrated
with sophisticated course design,
provides the basis of wholebrain de-
sign and delivery. Above and beyond
the whole brainedness of creativity
ic subject is the issue of the unique
brain orientations of participants
that might be involved in a workshop
on that subject. Therefore the issue
is how to reach each person in a way
that they will understand in terms of
their own experience, and also con-
sistent with the substance of the
learning points being taught. One
technique to accomplish this is se.
quencing the teaching across the
hraindominance spectrum for each
learning point being taught.

Let me explain further... In any
given program, whether it be on cre-
ativity. motivation. strategic plan-
ning, etc., there are some key learn-
ing points that are so substantive to
the course or workshop that the

teacher would "die" for that point
Perhaps in a week lung senar.
there may be two dozen such points.
Let's, for example, take the Johan
Window concept as a key learning
point in a workshop on motivation
The question is how best to deliver
that learning point a group of par.
ticipants whose brain dominances
range across the entire spectrum. I
believe the following strategy vastly
improves the cnances of achieving
that goal. The first step in the se-
quence is to introduce the concept of
the Johan Window by drawing a
graphic on a flip-chart or chalk
board, and unfolding the interrela-
tionships of the matrix, using exam-
ples drawn from experience, with
the leader using both verbal and non-
verbal communication, and role.
modeling the dynamics of the differ-
ent quadrants of the Johari Window.

Step 2 would be a leftbrain hand-
out which represented a definition of
theJohan Window and, in sequence.
a definition of each of the quadrants.
After the participants finished read-
ing the handout. Step 3 would take
place, which is a questionand
answer session in which each quell-

bon ,..161 hr .171,00ered in the same
mode .1 it oar_ Asked. and then pars-
phra-ied in the complementary
mode For example. a left-brained
question would get a left brained an-
Awer and a nght hrinned pa.
raphrase. A nghtbrained question
would get a nghthrained answer
and a leftbrained paraphrase. Spe-
cifically.

LB Question What do you mean,
open my 01 boxI don't have a 01
box.

LB Answer: In relation to another
person, you do have a 01 box. It is
the area of common knowledge and
understanding between you and the
other person. You both know some
facts simultaneously and perhaps
consistently. fly revealing more
facts you will be opening your NI
box,

RE Paraphrase Graphically draw
a large #1 box.

RN Question: Is it OK to let my
emotions get involved?

R9 Answer: Yes! Go with the
flow.

LB Paraphrase- Emotions are as
legitimate a part of communications
as are facts. It is useful and desirable

- ^ - - - -- _ - - - _

L
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to enhance the factual exchange by
adding the emotional contentthus
providing s more complete commu
nication.

Step 4 is a nghtbrained expen
ential step involving homogenous
pairs opening up their 1 box
:hrough interaction. This is followed
by Step 5. which is a debriefing by
each pair, using the handout in Step

as the hasis of a cntiral analysis of
hat happens in Step 4 The last

step is a questionand-answer ses-
ion. once again responding in the
same mode and paraphrasing in the
complementary mod . and also sup-
plementing by the leader testing for
understanding by asking for meta-
l'', nc responses. A metaphor is one
of the hest tests of understanding.
tecisuse in order to translate into
metaphor. the participants must un-
derstand the learning point. Without
this understanding, the metaphor
sill "miss; by a mile." thus revealing
a lack of understanding which can be
corrected on the spot by the leader

This simple sequence scans across
the brain dominance spectrum from
rgh: to left to s hole, and repeating
ft 'm right to left to whole The re
s Alt is that a heterogeneous group
sitild have a far better chance of un
derstanding the Jnhari Window con
Cep( on a basis not only consistent
with their fellow participants, but al
,o consistent with t he specific learn
mg points designed into the course
There is a further bonus, and that is
that this kind of learning is more in
unsung nre fun and room re
,iarding for both the participant and
the leader In my experience. more
an he accomplished in a shorter pv-
1..1 of time than other strategies

h 'Amen I am aware
The Future la tiara

I feel !hat m terms of man% as
I ,1 h ,u4 ledge about brain
!i r. 1hr future is already here
ut iteleed do know enough tr.
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begin to use these new under.
standings in the design and delivery
of learning. I have found that this
can be optimized by taking advan-
tage of the willingness of potential
participants to volunteer their per.
sonal dominance data by filling out
the instrument and then, by drawing
from a participant pool, assemble
them into a composite whole brain,
with each discrete point across the
brain dominance spectrum repre
tented by one of the participants.
This immediately produces an en
'ire!) different mix of participants
than other approaches to registra-
tion There are multiple functions.
multiple occupations, multiple posi
lions. The heterogeneity of the
group provides the basis for enrich
ment of the learning process for all

In designing a course, seminar or
workshop for such a composite a hole
brain it's important to understand
these caveats which have emerged
from my four years of practical ex
{senesce:

I A little left brain goes a long
say Ry this l mean, that the spe-
cialized capabilities of the left brain
makes it much more "powerful" than
the right brain. and it can dominate
the individual's thinking processes
and thus delimit the upportunit) fir
whnlebnon thinking.

2 In influencing brain dorm.
nonce. it's much easier to bring
about a mine from left to right than
from right to left. [Iv this, I mean
that moving from left to right is "lib-
eration." and moving from right to
left is "hard work."

3. When mining from left to
right the right brain potential is
added without giving up any of the
left This means that all of those
great things that the left brain pro
vides can be preserved without any
discount. and still get the rich con
tribution of right-brain thinking

1 When moving from right to
left. the acquisition of leftbran
knowledge. facts and skills requires
tat least temporary) application of
left brain control and discipline This
says that "going hack to school"
takes enough determination to over
ride the noires that sal . nn. not
again

In influencing dominance. nii)
iii anon is a kty to achie+e needed
ten.% uir change People. particular.
In those trying to move from right to

fraininv and thrvolopmont 101-tnal Ocrobot 19th
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left, really need to be motivated by
the pragmatic goal that the left-
brain skills being acquired are going
to be very helpful to the person.

1 hale found that whole-brain de-
sign and delivery seem to produce a
number of bonus outcomes. In terms
of the Applied Creative Thinking
Workshop. which is the "flagship" in
terms of my application. there are a
number of significant outcomes that
were not specific goals of the learn-
ing design. They are:

1. The legitimatizing of play
"Play is OK. even for serious folks.
like managers "

2. Personal affirmation That
special feeling of "feeling good"
about yourself, where you are now.
what you can do, and where you can
go

3 A feeling of renewal including
a renewed interest in self, in the
work, and in the possibilities for fu
ture growth

A key question In the area of dom
finance is the degree to which the
dominance condition changes over
the course of time. A recent study
involving the application of the

Herrmann Brain Dominance Insins
nwnt tut* place at Walter heed Hos
petal over a period of one year The
participants in a clinical pastoral res
idency program were s-`sjected to a
very interim% e course of instruction
dunng that time The resulting data
show clear eidence that dominance
ran indeed change. when the /VII% tty
is Isis,. erful enough to bring about
change White I hate no data on a
steady state condition. I could siscu
late that an dub% nioat w hi continues
to do the same wrk in the stone sir
conitdfIVMS %er a perbsl (a )ear or
so ...add remain relatitel) stable in
terms 4 their to.un .1,,trundtice t hat
Adrt,tt, II, l'ArOr 111 1[11111rItillii

Ia licunorw Veveivprn.nt letartut
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with a particular brain dominance
profile who is involved in a learning
experience that has, as its objective,
producing change, then the success-
ful outcome of that learning experi-
ence would be a measured difference
in the brain dominance profiles of the
individuals involved.

In the longitudinal study already
cited, there were five individuals
who started out in brain dominance
condition 1, and then over the course
of the first six months, progresao ' to
brain dominance condition 2, and
then in the final six months, brain
dominance 3. The data shows clearly
that each person changed dominance
during this periodsome more so
than others, and some in different
directions than others. But each
unique individual responded in their
own unique way to the learning ex-
perience.

Ina debriefing session with the
five people involved, person A who
t.'soved to the left, said: 'The course
of instruction was taking me into a
place where I was more comfortable
and so I just continued to stay in that
place." Person B said: "The course of
instruction a a taking me to a place
I didn't want to go and I fought back
and decided that I needed to be quite
different from that direction, and I
am pleased to see that I ended up
where I wanted to be." Person C
said "I felt a change taking place but
it was relatively slow and quite com
Portable " Person D said. "I felt like I
had visited a strange land and one
that I didn't particularly want to live
in. am; so I returned home This
metaphor was supplemented by per.
son E who said "Yes, but we learned
some interesting recipes in that new
land which we hat e taken back home
with us and can use when ap-
proonate

!t ass fortuitous that in conjunc

:A-roc*: 1981
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lion with the (-Arse of instruction,
the leader had arranged for an art
therapist to conduct five separate
sessics with the individuals, spared
over th2 duration of the tutt-year
Progra.n. When those five pieces of
art work were displayed, along with
the brain dominance data for each
person, the changes or milestones
along the journey became quite evi-
dent. For example. the first two
drawings by person E were quite
similar in mode and concept, but the
middle drawing, which took place
during the transition that person E
experienced in moving from a diree-
lion toward the left, and then revers-
ing back toward the right, that par-
ticular drawing was dramatically
ferent, and indeed showed a ship
&ailing between a passageway. Per-
haps the beat data of all comes from
the individuals themselves, and it
was clear that each one of them felt
comfortable with the diagnosis and
the final direction that they had
taken during the learning experi-
ence.

So there is one unmistakable con-
elusion emerging from this experi
ence: if the training program is good
enough to be meaningful in terms of
bringing shout change in the par-
ticipants involved, then this in turn
will impact on the way that person
thinks and this, in turn. will be re-
flected in their brain dominance
characteristics. The ability to mea-
sure brain dominance provides the
basis for new ways to improve the
design and delivery of learning.

Ned Herrmann is Manager Creative
Educational Programs. General Electric
Co Management Delelopment Insti-
tute. t'roton-the Hudson. NY
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Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Mr, Robinson.
Senator Pell?
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
As I understand it, Mr. Robinson, you are speaking here not only

for your company, Motorola, but also for your professional associa-
tion, the American Society for Training and Development; is that
correct?

Mr. ROBINSON. Yes.
Senator PELL. Thank you
Do you believe that the private sector is fully utilizing the train-

ing technology being developed by the Defense Department? You
touched on this in your testimony, but in what percentage or by
what order of magnitude do you think that the techniques are
being utilized now in private industry?

Mr. ROBINSON. Speaking for Motorola, we are using products that
are developed today, productshardware and software. What we
would like to do is have access to training technology. The percent-
age utilization is small at the present time. For example, the Navy
has a very, very effective system for training electronic technicians
for the fleet. They have a good training system and they have accu-
mulated an incredible amount of data on the performarze of iadi-
viduals.

When you think about the turnover ratio in the Navy, how often
they have to retrain electronics techricians? We think that kind of
experience could benefit us. It needs to be customized from the
Navy to the private industry.

Senator PELL. I think these are something like 23 million Ameri-
can illiterates at this time. Do you think that this technology can
play a role in reducing this problem?

Mr. ROBINSON. It can. We have four programs going in Motorola
to retrain minorities. Some of that training has to be in the Eng-
lish language and particularly in mathematics. I do think it has a
role.

Our primary emphasis is to accelerate it, to go back to Caroline
Cortez and say it should not take someone like Caroline 14 years to
get an associate's degree.

I think what the military has done is to bring people up to speed
faster and we would like to have access to that technology which
does not unduly burden the Government, and lets us use the tech-
nology.

Senator PELL. Does not this involve also, the development of
more esoteric techniques? You get into this business of the left
brain and the right brain and brain transfer. Do you touch upon
that?

Mr. ROBINSON. Yes, we have. We have been looking at it, and you
have hit upon a very interesting personal area. Because a typical
individual who needs to acquire math and science skills is working
on learning that area and not aware of some emotional impact
upon them. The fear comes out of the right brain. Manufacturers,
manager?, c -id supervisors are still in the early stages of under-
standing the impact of retraining that is going on in the mind of
the individual employee. Some would take the perspective, I came
up the hard way, you should, too. Others would take the perspec-
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tive I came up the hard way, I am going to coach you to succeed a
little faster.

I think we need to encourage everybody to realize the impact
and the agony some of our follow citizens and employees are going
through. What is going on is not just acquiring the knowledge, it is
the emotional impact of being considered really a little bit behind
the power curve of getting where you want to be. That is a right
brain emotional problem.

Senator PELL. Is it your own view there is a difference between
the right brain and the left brain?

Mr. ROBINSON. I am not an expert in that area, but I believe
there is a difference. When I have something to do, I try to decide
whether it is a right brain function or a left brain function and not
let the other side interfere.

Senator PELL. Is it important that both brains work in sync?
Mr. ROBINSON. Absolutely.
Senator PELL. Is any work being done in this regard of which you

are aware in either the Pentagon or private industry to try to
bring these two areas into synchronization?

Mr. ROBINSON. Yes, there is Ned Herrmann who was with Gener-
al Electric for many years and is now retired. He has worked ac-
tively in the area of brain research, particularly to applied prob-
lem-solving. If you have not had an opportunity to talk to Ned, you
really ought to look him up. I will see that you get information on
it.

Senator PELL. I would be grateful if you let me have his name.
Are you familiar with the work of Mr. Edward Winchester in the

Defense Department?
Mr. ROBINSON. No, I am not.
Senator Pell [presiding]. He is doing some importart work under

the Comptroller General and I hope he receives encouragement.
I thank you very much, indeed, for being with us, Mr. Robinson.

And I appreciate your remarks very, very much.
Our next witness is Dr. Edward Liston, president of the Commu-

nity College of Rhode Island. And we are partners in a variety of
projects, whether it is the Portugese Foundation or other projects
that are of benefit to our State, including the ill-fated greenhouse
project. And we hope sometimes we score successes. But, at any
rate, I welcome you very much for being down here, Dr. Liston.
Thank you for all the help you give to so many good causes in our
State. I am very appreciative of it.

STATEMENT OF DR. EDWARD LISTON, PRESIDENT, COMMUNITY
COLLEGE OF RHODE ISLAND, WARWICK. RI

Dr. LISTON. Thank you, Senator.
It is a pleasure to be here but, as you know, it is always difficult

to leave Rhode Island in the summertime.
It is a pleasure for me to testify on behalf of the Training Tech-

nology Transfer Act because it makes good sense.
For the past 18 years, I have been a community college president

in Connecticut, California, and Rhode Island. In addition, I am a
member of the Northern Rhode Island Private Industry Council.
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S. 2561 has important implications for both commnunity colleges
and private industry councils in delivering instructional services
throughout the Nation to people who can develop the skills needed
to put American back to work. This is a rare opportunity to "re-
package" already existing technology and broaden its use in a cost-
effective manner. Computer-based training systems have proven to
be extraordinarily effective, especially with the adult-learner. We
have found at the Community College of Rhode Island, for in-
stance, that many young adults who have been away from school
for some time, possibly in the service, were "turned off" by the in-
struction they received in high school, the formal lecture. They
want to be responsible for their own learning, to be active in the
learning process, and to proceed at their own rate without being
held back or "pushed" by the pace of the group as a whole.

Some of our instructors at CCRI have been employing the con-
cept of "mastery learning" for some time with great success. They
theorize that almost anyone can learn anything at a proficiency
level if given enough time.

Another attractive feature of computer-based training systems as
developed by the Department of Defense is the availability of a
modular approach to learning a skill. The learner can "pick and
choose" the content he or she needs to be productive in the market-
place.

Although the economy has been improving, there are still signifi-
cant pockets of "structural" unemployment due to "mismatches"
between job requirements and available workers in our States. The
Job Training Partnership Act, the community colleges, and other
deliverers of instructional services to the unemployed are working
very hard to solve this problem.

S. 2561 provides an important weapon in the endless attack that
we must mount against ignorance and the hardships that are en-
dured by the unemployed in a time of relative prosperity.

And finally, those of us in the educational "establishment" are
always wary of anything that tends to foster more redtape and bu-
reaucracy. S. 2561 appears to offer a se :sible structure for the ac-
complishment of its purpose. The costs are not overwhelming since
the software already exists.

My colleagues in the 1,200-plus community, technical and junior
colleges across the country joint me in urging your support of this
legislation.

Senator PE .t.. Thank you very much indeed, Dr. Liston, for
taking the trouble to come down here. It was a long trip and I ap-
preciate your support more than I can say.

And in that regard, I am aware of the lead that you always
played in our State. I wonder if you felt, in view of your 18 years
with community colleges, that this bill makes adequate recognition
of the role of junior colleges and community colleges?

Dr. LISTON. I think it does, without singling out the community
colleges as a specilic source of delivery in a set-aside fashion. I

think you will find that the community colleges, even with respect
to previous testimor. will play a major role in working with the
unemployed adults in cooperation with the intent of this bill.

In the State of Rhode Island, for instance, we have one of the
highest rates of adult illiteracy in the Nation in terms of the adults
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who have not completed a high school education. And so while weare aware of the fact that the demography with respect to numbersof high school students is declining, particularly in the Northeastand more specifically in Rhode Island, we know that the job of edu-cational institutions like community colleges is enormous in takingup the backlog of adults that have not, for one reason or another,had the opportunity to achieve their full potential
So about half the adult population in our State does not as yethave a high school education.
We find as I mentioned here that many of these adults are waryof the formal classroom lecture. They do not feel comfortable withit, they have poor experiences 10, 15, 20 years ago. They like thefact that the technology is available to them. Personal help is alsoavailable and that they can proceed at their own rate and some ofthem surprise themselves, In fact, most of them do and theywehave a tremendous number of success stories.
So I think this technology is the important factor here. No one ofour institutions has the funding capabilities of developing or evenbuying this technology.
Senator PELL. What would be the average age of your students at

the community college?
Dr. LISTON. It keeps rising.
As you know, we offer just the first 2 years, but the average ageis probably 34, 35 now. It seems to keep rising every year.
Senator PELL. How many of those are full-time students and how

m any part -time?
Dr. LISTON. By and large at the Community College of RhodeIsland we run about 60 percent full-time students, but community

colleges throughout the country, particularly in the urban centers,would have a preponderance of part-time working adults that ispretty much the community college population.
Senator PELL. If this bill were enacted, and we cannot have anyassurance of that, we can only hope, would you envision that yourcollege would be an applicant for a conversion grant?
Dr. LISTON. Yes, I would. Because I work both sides of the street.I work with my work on the Private Industry Council in NorthernRhode Island and also with the community college. And in a smallState like Rhode Island, all these agencies interact with each otherbasically to target in on the job to be done and the job to be done

in our view is to raise the literacy level of the entire population asbest we can.
Senator PELL. I thank you very much, Dr. Liston, for comingdown and I envy your return back to Rhode Island. Thank you somuch.
Dr. LISTON. Thank you, Senator
Senator PELL. Now, our next witness is Col. William Scott, USA,

from the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpow-
er, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics, Washington, DC.

Colonel, if you would please come forward.
I note with special appreciation that it is Colonel Scott's officethat provided the excellent exhibition of training technology in theRussell Building rotunda last fall. I remember that at the time Ithought you did a very good job of explaining some of your work.
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So I welcome you here and I would add that I am going to have
to leave shortly because there is a bill on the Senate floor, so I may
have to recess the committee if we have not finished up.

STATEMENT OF COL. WILLIAM SCOTT, USA, OFFICE OF ASSIST-
ANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR MANPOWER, INSTALLA-
TIONS, AND LOGISTICS, THE PENTAGON, WASHINGTON, DC

Colonel Sian. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I am Col. William A. Scott, Director, Training

and Education, in the Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of
Defense, Military Personnel and Force Management. I appreciate
your invitation to express my views on S. 2561, the Training Tech-
nology Transfer Act of 1984.

The Department of Defense generally supports programs to pro-
mote the transfer of training technology to the civilian sector. Such
programs should:

One, assist potential users of this technology in defining their
specific training requirements;

Two, provide resources to those Federal agencies who have devel-
oped the new technology and can assist in the transfer process;

Three, provide resources for evaluating the effectiveness of new
technology applications in the private sector; and

Four, ensure feedback is given to those Federal agencies who
originally developed the technology.

We do not believe, however, that the establishment of a new
office would materially improve the transfer of training technology
from the Department of Defense to the private sector. This office,
as described in the bill, would simply establish another administra-
tive echelon between the Department of Defense as a developer of
training technology and potential clients in the civilian sector

Accordingly, the Department of Defense cannot endorse S. 2561.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for giving me this opportunity to be a

part of these hearings
Senator PELL. Could you repeat that sentence?
The Department of Defense does not endorse the bill in its

present form? But it does support and endorse what we are trying
to do?

Colonel Scam Yes, sir.
What we said basically is that we support programs of training

technology transfer but at this point the bill as structured would
only add another echelon between the client and the developer of
the technology that would have to be dealt with. And, we are talk-
ing specifically about the Department of Defense as a developer of
the technology at this point.

Senator PELL. Also, I understand you are thinking of establishing
a technology training center in Orlando?

Colonel Sccrrr. Yes, sir, we are establishing the training Data
and Analysis Center [TDAC] in Orlando.

Senator PELL. Which would be parallel to the structure we are
talking about here?

Colonel Scow. It is parallel in the sense that we in the Depart-
ment of Defense are interested in identifying those items of train-
ing and educational technology that will help us deliver effective
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training in a cost effective manner. Since we are spending som
where in the neighborhood of 18 billion a year on individual train-
ing it is incumbent upon us to be able to do this.

We train 300,000 people a year just to maintain the force of the
levels mandated by the Congress.

Senator PELL. Somehow I feel as though there is an invisible but
nevertheless steel curtain between the techniques and technology
developed by the Defense Department and their availability to the
outside industrial world.

What could be done so that, as Mr. Spring and Dr. Liston sug-
gested, your techniques could be made available to them?

Colonel Scary. I think what we have to develop sir, are host
client relationships. As it now stands under current legislation,
Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980, there are of-
fices of technology application in each one of our human resource
labs, the Army Research Institute, is the Navy Naval Personnel
Research and 'Development Center and the AF Human Resources
Laboratory. The Army Research Institute as an example has an on-
going program with Berks County in Pennsylvania. The school dis-trict is using the SDMS, the special data management systemwhich is nothing more than a videodisc system developed by the
Army for teaching subject matter.

Senator PELL. Would you describe what a videodisc really is?
Colonel Scow. Well, I am not an expert in the area, but basically

it is a combination of videotape and computerdisc. I guess I could
best explain it by providing an example of how it is being used by
the Army. The videodisc Interpersonal Training Assessment helps
trainees practice soft skills in leadership, counseling and personal
problem solving. It is nothing more than a takeoff on an earlier
program in which 16-millimeter films were used to show the classic
problems that develop between enlisted people and officers. At theend of these short films you were asked the question: What would
you do in this situation?

With interactive videodisc we have an opportunity to do the
same kind of things. But now the individual gets immediate feed-back, he has a joy stick and four buttons that allows him to set up
the various scenarios and situations and immediately gives feed-
back on what he has done and possibly what he could have done.
At the same time the instructor is able to keep track of his re-
sponses because it is all built into videodisc software package.

Senator PELL. Sort of like an intellectual biofeedback machine.
Colonel Scow. Exactly.
Senator PEI.L I am aware of some of the work that is being done

on a classified basis in training, in the Defense Department.
Returning to my question, how could we make this work that is

being done on a classified basis become declassified and available to
industry?

Colonel SCOTT. Senator, first, I think that the types of materials
that we are talking about, the interactive videodisc technology that
we are developing, is not classified.

Senator PELL. v.,. here are other programs that you have?
Colonel Scow. And the truth of the matter is I cannot even com-

ment on those because I am not even familiar with what is happen-ingin say the intelligence community. I am familar with what is
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happening in the education community and the training communi-
ty.

I think that what is needed is the development of joint partner-
ship between DOD and interested clients. These joint ventures
would need some form of resourcing.

Senator PELL. Yes; thank you very much, Col. Scott, for being
with us. And if we have any more questions we may come back to
you.

Thank you for being with us.
Colonel Sco'rr. Thank you, Senator.
Senator PELL. Now, our next witness is Dr. D. Bruce Merrifield,

Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Productivity, Technology and
Innovation, Department of Commerce. Well, he is not here yet.

Then we have Mr. Rock ley Miller, editor and publisher of the
Videodisc Monitor, Falls Church, VA, and maybe he could answer
that question I put to Colonel Scott.

What is a videodisc?

STATEMENT OF ROCKLEY MILLER, EDITOR AND PUBLISHER,
THE VIDEODISC MONITOR, FALLS CHURCH, VA

Mr. MILLER Good morning, Senator Pell. I think I can tackle
that one.

I have been writing about this industry for over 4 years and
tracking it for 8. And right now it is a fascinating time in the in-
dustry.

The videodisc itself is a new technology- -
Senator PELL. Could you pull that mike a little closer to your

mouth? Thank you.
Mr. MILLER. The videodisc itself is a new technology that has

only been under development for really 20, 30, 40 years but it has
recently been introduced in 1979. It is to videotape what an LP
album is to an audio cassette. It seems like a fairly small difference
but the impact is enormous because it allows rapid access to any
portion of the information, whereas it takes a matter of minutes, 5,
10 minutes even to wind through a normal videotape. It is that ca-
pability of rapid random access to anywhere within up to an hour
of information on a side within a matter of seconds that opens up
all of the other possibilities that have been mentioned. It allows
interactive control of video material and frees us from the bonds of
linear presentations.

I appreciate the opportunity to speak on this bill and I would
like to begin by seconding your earlier remarks as stated in the
Congressional Record when you introduced the bill, that the cost in
establishing and developing the videodisc and interactive videodisc
technology is indeed high. In fact, right now in private industry
only a handful of major companies such as IBM, General Motors,
Ford, and Digital Equipment Corp. have been able to unilaterally
establish and initiate large training networks that capitalize on the
advantages of these systems.

The situation persists in spite of reports, as we have already
heard from prior witnesses, that these technologies are extremely
effective. Digital Equipment Corp. has reported that they are expe-
riencing 23 to 4(i percent reductions in training time required to
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accomplish the same level of expertise and they are projecting a re-
lated savings of approximately $100 million over the next 3 years
in using this technology as opposed to their prior methods.

Digital education psychologists have also verified that the stu-
dents have better learning retention, faster learning, improved
repair quality when they are training them on technical skills, and
better overall student receptivity to the training technology.

The U.S. Army Air Defense School has reported similar reduc-
tions of up to 50 percent in the time required to achieve mastery in
technical skills. The State of Florida Department of Health and Re-
habilitative Services has experienced increased performance, while
reductions in training time of up to 25 percent.

The question does not seem to be the effectiveness of the technol-
ogy.

So given those results, it is not difficult to understand why edu-
cational institutions and small businesses are anxious to employ
these technologies within their own organizations. Unfortunately,
since being first introduced to the market in 1979, the videodisc in-
dustry has suffered from a chicken and egg situation. Few software
developers have been able to justify the large expense of developing
general training or educational programs for a limited hardware
population. And few companies have been able to justify the pur-
chase of hardware for which little or no relevant programing
exists.

Some of the most extensive development efforts have taken place
within the Government and, indeed, in the Department of Defense
is where the bulk of early development efforts have taken place.

As you have noted, the transfer of this technologyspecifically
out of the Department of Defense but in the future out of other
agencies of the Governmentwill enjoy a great multiplier effect
broadening the use of technologies that have already been funded.

I submit that a far greater multiplier effect may lie in the Gov-
ernment's contribution to solving the chicken and egg dilemma and
that a growing quantity of Government training programs that
might become available to private industry could prove catalytic in
spurring greater development within the private sector.

If' that proves to be the case, I feel that the return on investment
from this type of legislation would be immeasurable.

I have three observations on the bill as it is currently written.
One of the greatest wastes in the process of technical evolution lies
in the duplication of effort. And we have a number of different
groups throughout this industry that are continually trying to rein-
vent the same wheels.

I feel it is an intbrmation problem and I feel that one of the
greitest advantages of the bill as it is currently written lies in its
cataloging provisiup. This may serve to prevent duplication. This
aspect alone may return the original allocation by providing great-
er coordination between Government agencies, not to mention the
service that it would be to private industry.

Few branches within the military, much less the different agen-
cies. are truly at this point cooperating or really even know what is
going on in the the ether areas. One of the major programs knowi
;e; elect runic information delivery systems, which is currently
under way in the Army, is attempting to establish standards fn-
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training systems throughout the military. These emerging stand-
ards may have a greater impact on private industry than they will
actually have on the military as potential vendors strive for com-
patibility of their system.

I therefore recommend that the bill be broadened to include
within the inventory of these technologies any emerging standards
that are coming into play at any point in the Government so that
those standards may also be coordinated.

No. 2, the line between training technology and information
technology is very hazy and becoming hazier every day. Indeed,
training could be characterized as the effective delivery or transfer
of information. Much of the software currently being developed by
the Government serves a dual purpose: It is both training, and it is
also information delivery and the hardware and the technologies
necessary to support either, are very compatible.

The Library of Congress just picked up such a system, that is pri-
marily for information delivery. But the same technology could be
modified for training. In fact, right now in England they have just
begun the use of videodisc and computer technology in their man-
power services job centers to deliver information to people that are
unemployed. And it can also be used to help educate them on what
their opportunities may be. A fine question is whether that is infor-
mation or whether that it is actually training.

I, therefore, recommend that your term-training technology and
your definition within the bill be broadened to include technology
that not only trains but informs employees or the public. And that
the list of various programs such as your computer-based instruc-
tional programs be amended or at least broadened to include infor-
mational programs in this section.

And third, many of the companies and agencies have evaluated
and reported on the result of the use of the training technology,
but most of these studies to date have been very limited in scope,
rather narrow in perspective, and small in size.

The greatest number of evaluations have been conducted within
the military but these have not been inventoried, or coordinated, or
made available to the outside in a comprehensive marr..er that
could provide an information base to further support and promote
the use of such technology.

Such an evolving information base would be an invaluable assist-
ance to those companies and institutions that are evaluating either
the transfer of specific programs or are evaluating embarking on
their own development effort.

I, therefore, recommend that the inventory that you have item-
ized in this bill be expanded to include any study results, evalua-
tions, and comparative analyses relative to the training technol-
ogies. And I also recommend that any small business, institution,
association or consortium that benefits or uses or transfers any of
these technologies be required to give back to the system a study
and a report on its effectiveness. And in that way make a contribu-
tion themselves to that base of information.

In conclusion, I would like to say that increasingly rapid techno-
logical i%dvancement is continuing to place educational and train-
ing burdens upon our society. Too often, we overlook the fact that
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the same technologies credited with creating these burdens can beused to relieve them as well.
The job of educating our citizens and training our work force isspilling over the traditional boundaries of school systems, privateindustry, and Government. A new level of cooperation betweenthese three sectors is required to fully exploit these technologies.
This act, the Training Technology Transfer Act of 1984, I feel,represents a very positive step toward such cooperation.Thank you.
The prepared statement of Mr. Miller with attachments follow:]

1t"-.,.1 4 .,
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TESTIMONY BEFORE TIE SENATE SUBCOMMITEE
ON EDUCATION, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES

REs 8.2561 -- TRAINING TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT gE 1984

Juno 28, 1984

GIVEN BY' Rockley L. Miller, Editor and Publisher
The Videodisc Monitor

Good morning Senator Pell, Senator Stafford, and

other distinguished members of this subcommittee. Thank

you for the opportunity to speak on behalf of the

k.ainina Technology Transfgr_ fts. 2t 1904.

Let me begin by seconding Senator Pell's remarks as

noted in the Conoressiona/ Record (April 11, 1984) as a

preface to his introduction of this bill. The cost of

developing and implementing effective computer and

videodisc training technologies is indeed high. Within

private industry only a handful of major companies, such

as IBM, General Motors, Ford, and Digital Equipment

Corporation, have been able to unilaterally initiate

large training networks that capitalize on the advan-

tages of such systems.

This situation persists in spite of reports of

substantial increases in training effectiveness achieved

by such systems. For instance, Digital Equipment

Corporation has found that satisfactory technical skill

levels can be achieved in 23 to 46 percent less time

through the use of interactive videodisc instruction,
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with related savings of almost $100 million in training

expenses projected over the next three years. Digital

educational psychologists also have verified that the

use of this technology results in better learning reten-

tion, faster learning, improved repair quality, and

better overall student receptivity.

The US Army Air Defense School has reported similar

reductions of up to 50 percent in the time required to

achieve nastery in certain technical skills. The State

of Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative

Services has also experienced increased performance

using interactive videodisc-based training systems while

reducing training time requirements by 25 percent. (gem

attachments on each of these reoorts).

Given these results, it is not difficult to

understand why educational institutions and small

business are anxious to employ these technologies within

their own organizations. Unfortunately, since entering

the market in 1979, the videodisc industry has suffered

from a "chicken--and -egg" situation. Few software

developers have been able to Justify the expense of

developing general training or educational programs for
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a limited hardware population -- and few companies have

been able to justify the purchase of hardware for which

little or no relevant programming exists.

Some of the most extensive training technology/

development efforts to date have taken place within

various government agencies, mostly the Department of

Defense. As you have noted, Senator Pell, the transfer

of this existing programming from the government to the

private sector would be subject to a substantial

multiplier effect as greater and broader returns are

obtained on investments already made by the government

in terms of greater employability and productivity of US

workers. I submit that a far greater multiplier may lie

in the government's contribution to solving the chicken-

and-egg dilemma. The availability of a growing quantity

of government training programs may well prove catalytic

to the greater development of such programs within the

private industrial and educational sectors. If that

proves to be the case, the return on the government

antra.to/ant will be immeasurable.

r-,
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KNERAL OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I. One of the greatest wastes in the process of

technical evolution lies in the duplication of effort.

Different groups, working in isolation, continue to

reinvent the same wheels. This is an information

problem, and I feel that one of the greatest potential

values of this bill lies in its cataloging provisions

which may serve to prevent such duplication of effort.

This aspect alone may more than return tfe original

allocation by providing for the coordination of training

technologies within the various branches of the

government, not to mention its service to private

industry.

Few brandies within the military, much less

different government agencies, have knowledge of or

cooperation with training programs outside their own

spheres. One major program, known as the Electronic

Information Delivery System CEIDS) program, is underway

in the Army in an attetpt to establish standards for

such a system throughout the armed forccos. Emerging

standards may well have a greater impact on private

industry than an the military, as potential vendors

strive for compatibility.

r-
)
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Recommendation: Section 5.(a) of the bill be broadened

to include within the inventory any emerging training

technology standards adopted by the government.

The line between "training technology" and

"information technology" is very hazy. Indeed,

'training" can be characterized as the effective

delivery or transfer of information. Much of the

software currently being developed by the government,

such as for the EIDS project above or the Joint Optical

Information Network 13,000+ systems in military recruit-

ing offices), servers a dual purpose of training and

information dissemination. Other systems, such as the

Optical Disk Pilot Project, Just opened at the Library

of Congress, have been designed for information handling

but could easily be applied or modified far training.

Recommendations The definition of the term "training

technology" in Section 3. (13) be broadened to reads

. . . computer software which is developed by a Federal

agency to train ec inform employees er. the public and

which may be transferred or converted for use by a non-

Federal entity, and includes computer-based instruc-

tional and informational programs, interactive videodisc

systems . . ."

5'
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III. Many companies and agencies have evaluated and

reported on the results of their use of training

technologies. However, most studies to date have been

limited in scope, narrow in perspective, and small in

size. The greatest number of evaluations have been

conducted within the military, but have not been

inventoried or coordinated in any comprehensive manner

that might provide an information base to further

support and promote the use of such technologies. Such

an evolving information base would be of invaluable

assistance to those companies and institutions

evaluating the transfer of specific programs or

embarking on their own development efforts.

Recommendations (1) The inventory itemized in Section

5.(a)(1) be expanded to include any study results,

evaluations, comparative analyses, etc. that relate to

the training technologies; and (2) that any small

business, institution, association, or consortium

benefitting from the use of converted technologies

transferred from the government be required to conduct

an evaluation of the effectiveness of those technologies

and submit a copy of that evaluation to the Director for

inclusion in the inventory.
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CONCLUSION

Increasingly rapid technological advancement

continues to place educational and training burdens upon

our society. Too often we overlook the fact that the

same technologies credited with creating these burdens

can be used to relieve the as well. The job of

educating our citizens and training our work force is

spilling over the traditional boundaries of school

systems, private industry, and government. A new level

of cooperation between these three sectors is required

to fully exploit the potential of training technologies.

The Training Technology Transfer Act at 1984 represents

a positive step toward such cooperation.

Rockley L. Miller
The Videodisc Monitor
Post Office Box 26

Falls Church, Virginia 22046
703/241-1799
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Reality and
Results The Second SALT Conference

on Interactive Instruction Delivery

Orlando. Florida is not the worst place to be m the
middle of February Five hundred participants. over 30
presenters. and le exhibitors found central Florida very

accommodating The Soder, of Applhed Laarwiwg
Technology (SALT). sponsor of this annual conference, did
its usual outstanding job of assembling the right people in
the right place at the nett time The weather wasn't bad.
either

Videodisc technology dominated the event The number
of parmpants and the scope of the projects here
demonstrated the disc's acceptance as a viable and seluablc
toot in instruction delisery Space allows us to present only
highlights of this valuable conference. but enure proceedings
will be published (Ellen Fol. SALT. 70.1:347-0055;

In the keynote address Jots How, Martin (president.
JHM CorporatIonj described his program for teaching
reading and writing at the kindergarten level His system
(licensed by IBM and currently being tested in three cities'
uses IBM PC-based lessons selectric typewriters. and Other
peripheral reinfor;ing &entities to allow children to discoser
her ability to translate anything spoken into written words
I he system stresses interaction and treatise espression
correct grammar and spelling come in due time 7 he 411011,

to read what is written is a seconders and natural result of
the writing process

Martin said that traditional reading education inhibits
children's progress Ds forcing them to operate at testis
beneath those at nich they are already commun./tine His
course requires inns one hour of the preschool des lateen
minutes is spent on the computer with the balance spent on
a typewriter or in related actoities such as building words
with clas Martin asserts that the Is pearlier is 'the single
most powerful educational tool ro be ignored for one
hundred years course takes ad.aniage of child's
instils.' se desire .0 make sense of things bs looking for
natural sttuatctat The approach seems to work mans of
his preschoolers now read and a rite at third grade twit

IBM intends so make the .ours asailabie alter the
current twin-year test ends The entire course and necessas
hardware would °Ms cost about Sts0 per child tier year
Martin uhsersed that the industrial resolution seems to have
missed the schools. and said 'It is a failure of the
institutions ro use the technology. not of the technology to
be used

( Stan Jana (president ISM( and Shiweol Taktrasea
idire.siii IND ( ompany Ltd. japans disused the
Japanese market for interactive ssstems and its potential
onpa:t on pubio education Japans economic growth has
close!, paralleled its imreases in quaitt) of public education
and America ignores the needs of us classrooms at the peril
of the future of as industrial economy. Jarvis said Parents
and employers demand educational performance bs the
schools and if satisfaction cannot be found within the
traditional system ,t will be found elsewhere

He raised three issues that muss be addressed for
Instructional technology to penetrate the scnoois
pinfess.onat mum of teachers who need imentises to make
the technoiogs successful inilnachonaI compatib.lits 01
systems and economic -ace cannot look to the militias to

IliMINNIMEM=MIMW
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act standard, or demonstrate economic incentives that can
be transferred to the schools." Jarvis said The military is
primarily oriented to individual training. while schools are
group oriented. also, military economics can demonstrate
cost savings. whereas the use of technology in schools can
Only increase costs Therefore. the technology has to be
inexpensive. as well u providing justifiable integrity and
quality Japan is now leading the way to such lowcost
systems (80/ 254-10/1;

Takizawa described the direction that interactive
videodisc systems are taking in Japan His firm IS a Wait
venture between JVC and TESCOthe world's largest
distributor of interactive sideochsc hardware in both the
laser disc and VHD formats. and a firm long tnsolsed
using technology to teach English in Japan One of the
biggest problems for the Japanese in learning English has
been the lack of native speakers with which to practice
verbal skills TESCO has used mteractist tape machines less
this purpose and is now marketing interactise discs The
first disc program was produced by TimeLife and includes
four discs. marketed in conjunction with a Pioneer 1.0200
laser disc placer ((Ridable only in Japan) ISID will market
educational programs and hardware to the %HD lomat
and will offer a system consisting of the plater MS'S
microcomputer. nIeo °stria) system. and R(iB monitor for
under 52.000 with this price expected to drop signilisancs
user the next sears IMD is committed to raise the test
Interactoe systems while lowering the prices to make the
technology more accessible Takliaa said

Chords Milks, and CI Sehwarta IL Myrna) of
Delaware) demonstrated the first of four discs deseloped
under a grant from the halloos' Endowment for the
Humanities Prostdrng generic support materiel for mut,s
instruction. the disc is adaptable supports learning and ,an
teach a vette') of topics within the stsen subject area Is
proside the wines' flexibility the disc has been packaged
for I est! One use with indexes chapters and picture stops
but it' is nut) adapted for testi Three interaction To
support the user. this disc cornet with a detailed resource
guide for the teacher wadi course ideas, a bibliography and
other helpful materials A second disc to the series has been
completed and is now being pressed (301451.16a5;

Wiliam Steal*, (Compton. Some* Corporation)
discussed his firm's approach to autoutating the disc
production process He emphasised the need for an
automated production management system when dealing
with large volumes of still frame information In lit cammg
system for the Patriot missile weapons system_ CS( used as
computer system to schedule the shooting of )25.000 trawl
and to control the editing of the disc

Paul Stich& diactsued his group's
experience using spatial data management techniques to
proside easy seems to information on videodars for basic
skills training sn the military He said that a primary goal sit
HurriRRO1 la discs has been to encourage students to take
an active part in their own training Some of the materials
des doped rot the Army are being tested in a prior pro,ect in
the intermedtate school system in burkes C ount
Pennssisama, to determine if the material can be irtinsterred
for slow karners (y0J.549Jdlll

f 1)

Thf i idendlic Monirn,
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Tom Held (president, Metromedia) discussed the
development of Info Source, an interacttse disc-based point
ofpurchase terminal. for Allegheny International
Metansedsa designed the system to meet the needs of
Custom's, who want Cal) and rapid access to product
information and demonstrations. store managers. who want
a foolproof system that collects customer demographics and
corporate managers. who want intepensise delisers in large
quantities Info Source uses two infrared touch screens, a
Sony videodisc player. an IBM PC. and a printer for market
demographics and analysis at the end of each day

To serve other needs beside those of the customer the
first disc includes several hidden program areas which
Can be accessed for corporate or store manager information
The unit is self-booting. with only one switch for startup In
its current configuration Info Source requires the manager
to enter the time and date. but Held acknowledged that a
time date card can be added (101 4:8-91601

Leak May (Digital Equipment Corporation) shared the
results of studies which lead to Digital's increased
commitment to the Interactise Salto Information Ss stem
nor 77sr Videodisc Monrroe March 1984 mu', In using
IS Is to teach operation and maintenance of cnmpant
products. Digital found that z3 to 46 percent less time was
required than comparable self paced 11'1+1r...than ISPI
students.tramed on ISIS achiesed equal skill testis a.
hands-on SPI trained students, and students had a .tr.
positive opinion of IS IS as a training ssstem with the IS IS
courses perceived as more stimulating and motisating than
traditional lecture lab and SPI courses

On the basis of these findings Digital's Fietd sersise
training organization plans in use It IS as its pranar%
educational deliser system Bs 195'. three-quarters of all
sersice training will be sea IS IS with 315 Incanted
Education Information ( enters IFl(l in operation
throughout the world Expected benefits include impro.ed
quality of training_ consemence of retraining and resit*
training and significantis decreased training soos due to
reductions in time !reset expenses and need for lab
equipment Eapected sasings will approach $40 mii!inn tier
sear by 195' 2'6-409),

On transferring interactive technologies among the
military industrial and educaitonai sectors Hamel tong
ill MI observed that such transfer requires gosernmeni
eusiness and edt.:tion to work together Long sees the
fiansfer of technolog to education as a great opportunits

business- but emphasited that it must be approached in
sers businesslike was in order to succeed 1)03 9ve ;000,

J. Dexter Fktchv (l alterslt) of Oregon) obsersrd that
caution must be escrctsed with new teaching technologies
est one designs the teaching package to fit the desice He
a.so noted the difficult) of organttmg schools to take
Asinine of new technology 1501 386 1403;

*ohm Seidel !Army Research laatIlinet saw the
iransfer area as a field for aphrrhits He laid that these
rshnologies most not morels be adopted and implemented

insioutionaliesd as wen James Baker of the same group
risprtisured the need for tcchnologs to be selfnStructing in

.wit use

Thomas Patton (GE Manaus Systems) described his
firm's generic delisery System called VISTA IStieleoclisc
Interactise System for Training and Aiding), which includes
a touch screen monitor. an IBM PC with a GE highspeed
high-resolution graphics generator with overlay eapabtiits
and a Sony disc player Several training applications have
been deseloped for the system on a satiety of ordinance
equipment, such as the Bradley Fighting %chicle and the OE
Diesel-Electric Locomotise

GE sought to reduce the amount of training time
required on the actual equipment while imprOsing
performance One of the most important features of 15I A
is the organization of the data base with t, item more than
three or lour touches swat Patton said that GE n
des eloping an MS-DOS based authoring "stem for
program deselopment and lie expects to be able to offer the
graphics board with oserlas cap/aides for under SI OW in
the near future The company has just entered into a
national pilot program with the Department of labor whin
will lead to ten interactise sideodiscs for teaching bas..
machining techniques These discs will be publicts asailahle
for only the cost of replication 14/.1

The American education system is in deer trouble
Alfred Bork a niversity of California) said and the only
Ming on the horizon that might deal with its ma.nr
problems is technology Howeser he stressed a nation
with a poor educational system cannot maintain a high
technological base I. nfortunatets esen increased lime on
second rate matetiais n of little %/due and Bark see. mush
of the current educational software as inadequate lissi k
presented sesers1 design principle. that ha.e emerged ,n his
work for such deselopment processes These ins lode

starling with the learning obtectise not with the
technology

a number of resit-% and anprosement css!es
frequent interaction )about e.er) 20 second..
never presenting more than two or three strience, on

a screen as more will not get read and
using blank space on the screen as a free ;MO mosios

Hark then presented several lists dealing with the
Qualits of interaction and esaluated the ranges of rs re.
inputs and loth He further observed that it is

shift insiructiona: design thinking from linear to interao.se
and from serbat to sisuat 786-4:51i

Harry Shoemaker tclts .1.011 manager AT&T
Informition Management) outlined his compans app' wsh
to deseloping sideodisc training programs Shoemaker sa.si
that Mk T intends to produce high volumes of training
materials of premium qualits and deliser them in a times
manner to clients He noted the complexity of working with
multiple technologies and disciplines but also obscr.eo the
the broad team required afforded great potential for mutua
enhancement In a separate construction alter his
presentation Shoemaker confirmed that ATILT was
effectisets now open for business, offering production and
deselopment unites to outside clients as well as deseloping
training products for outside sale 001,611000r

(hr Videodrac Monrror
_ _

April 1984- _ -
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Q&A: Skip Atwater
Digital Equipment Corporation
MOW Easigromrat Carparatioes, the :frond largest computer
company. introduced us first eillYbairdprochat to April
The let(eractive l'ideo Information Sitem (IVISJ u
mielitmedia karnmg station. incorporating the Digital
Professional 350 computer. Son) I0004 rideoduc
monitor. and custom ridroduc design and production sersteri
In Febniar. Digital introduced number of enhancements for
the IVIS including g net course,. err derrloprnrnt prngrorn a
generic (04,11,1VOY, librelf). and spec ad consulting Only f I (see
The Videodtte Monitor, Match 19144 mutt William
4froeM, itrotegit planning and research manage, spoke
iu at the recent S41 T conference in Orland', igg durtrt)rd
what his Arm u planning and aherr Digital lees Me/ nigh

MONITOR How did the 1 IS proses' come shout at

ATV.' ATER Our Field Sersice disision needed a (cm
efficient method to train its engineers ISIS grew out at the
Educational Ser.tce disision a response to that inierna
problem She lutist 14.000 field engineers who netdta be trained
On the products By 198' we estimate that there will he Ill t881
field smite students taking 15 000 student weeks of ISIS
instruction per semi The training will be done in out Ary
training centers worldwide teach with its own Is 1St with
trip's, s, material and updates received there

Training lot these fie.d sets ice engineers t per diem Ira, el
design of the courseware tuition rental of the balding et,
without ISIS is protected to cost SI 15 million in I1 198h alai
1181 million in F IMO l sing IS lS ludo the to Mrs training the
prattled costs are iindic a ntl. !owe/ 511.14 milion in F
191h and $110 million in F1 198' Digital protects that it
use approximate!. $98 million by using IS IS in this time
period In addition our educational ptsihologilty h
that there is better learning retention falter Yarning impress rd
repair qulits and better ['serail student recepli.d.

SS hen Ike gaw how net the stem worked lot us it made
sense :hat our clients would also find it salvable Me otter
training as a [Iasi. part ot any computer sale to the customer
and IS IS it euernialls a training delisery system The tarns
enhancements include an authoring tystern that supports the
deselopmem of applications a touchscreen system and
generic title' Dips' k oursen are disown will hase the fits,
round of loom titles 1,adable shortls

MONITOR What when and for how much'

A PA AT IR Intr,dwe non rat Programmale f ',Ivo/Iva
will he at ailable in 140 for SI SOO butoJurhott tot orttputv
t On, ern in Acquit tot $5000 Mood.. non Sort.arr

rpti in August for $1. 500 &Isom August Rom., (crop'''
ter S'S(: F ach course comes with one or two vidtodiats full

89 0
documentation and one to lase flopps dal" E airs taker
one-half day to four dvs tot omplete T he d.t,s pt., ide
support while 411 the teat graphic, and ,ontrol, ate lit, 1% Is

MONITOR How su..cessful her the I.
been'

4.T1A ATiR The se,eral Mi., e,
presentls owl; ISIS in the ,tgt arc ,ei. r

, long pro, ess en...a .r1. '
techn. Out 'oh is not lust selling hardware it r
longr to!cdt.irit pr..r. ,

not on:, tier oroducit but de,elorphigraintn.lpi..p is..
Shit. management how snmputers make sense in th,
ensitonment

MONITOR Do you see I)igu.' patt...Nt.ng -

end rnaYet

ATM III R is ttf inteir,ted a.,ss

low end solutions to toad u,anat data rtstra ''c-' "
sees tii ' Ispes is' users Our ...MIrricts.re..,,p,,,.
a sense at hat the problems cloesi on, ,..f '

future need Lir cnrnpuhne .,
foremost a computer .ompans !At .,grog-,, is nir' a y
[11Yrist., ol the tOmputer ttad
processing pronierns S isual data nil lorngn 1.. the .4.
people think and deal with intolmIiiiri It ens !..g..
comp.!, .ith O,ghats esters,.[ stilt. ate pil
S.VOICant M hard. air de, elopmem cape cn,c '

iroolsed in this tits
think that Digital is an en.gmei.. 111p.rhs '

people in the sided industis I hes ma. not in". th, t..

I haplas sells mote somputers to the gosete men. tete a i
vend°, in the market Codas including lB St Niter It It ,
has made a major commitment to wh,uc new
information It t impoisant lot the people in the
people looking at personal compute', and ita.l
companies with information training it a

to consider Digital as a cumpa its that is sinsete . veieted
he,ping them and nd and vise their probiems .."
/45/, ()

8 June 1984 Inc I ',le if ,!
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"litslustion of the Distributed Instructional S)stem for
the 1 S Arm) Improved HAN k Missile tire Control
Maintenance C ours,"

A test and ei.ilualuir nas ..indusled /I On I is Ain,
Oefenw Schonl at F nit film T ru its defer mine d ide.idi,
and miciotompuiti irchnul.ip sumh.ned and
a scrim, Ibmihuted Inoiuouina' "irm DV, would ne
viahle &Inc, itir 1,1 miming egulimeni
111.4ttlIfnanCe ii1r.l.nifustioiil 11,and
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University of
West Florida
Training Project

by Richard Smith, associate director
Office for Interactive

Technology and Training

Itt 19`9 1 ;0iicir., umluella ,octal stork sen.,
Int Depertmeni of Health and Rehm Polo,.
,tie Setticet IHRSt decided to train certain of at
rivI) hoed workers tapprosonatels gilt nnsietlItt

um,a morocomputerdrtsen teileracttse sideudisss And to
Families with Dependent ( hildren I A F D( I us* the lust
program earmarked for conserston to this sstlem In
October NA I the I noerstly of Mrst i iorids s Offoe for
Interaettse Technoloay and 1 limns (0111) was selected to
desian and produce the trainina package

1 he massne packer that resulted lief I Mil 5 rain, i
hotl.11% ready for pilot testins in the fall of 19111 *oh a
state wide rollout scheduled for tebruars 19114 The total
deselopment cost of the proaram approached one millton
dollars not counitna start up and leerntna c spenses About
eel percent of the mores went lot inhouse sisals with the
balance Ion production

The 'gamer s rote within the program was hot!)
debated in the early stales of the protect Mon) argued that
the new morons sh sold be total!, sellurktent allourna a
smile I esrmns h)srern to be placed bs itself m thr most
remote MK" office Is- from an) trainer Others Insisted
that expertenced amines hate an intearal role in the
instruciton de ttery Thu latter ryitItOn was estIlluS14
sJupted 1 he streets. 01 this decision a reflected bs one
tonic who pie this corral' reaction to the proaram "TO

to A- considering :hot its a , deo:Inc anise that s doing the
tatting Ise:, though you can hate feedback by anstsetina
se. or no or accessing sn, part of the dire for resew it s
still rose to no* that there is a flesh and blood earner
there to help

The conies' of this tratnina tan employment
requirement; requires the presence of a human flamer to
mate esceprions and to 'Wed YR between tnhuman Questions
inu matter how crefull) researched and posed) and human
answers The tnieruchon designed for a public welfare
sent) could not hose succeeded without the presence of
professional social .Orler% tfrollf as [MN'S
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Fort Lauderdale was chosen as the pilot test
site. at the maximum number of trainees could be
assembled here The University's request for SO
test trainees proved impossible to rill In the end.

13 candidates for permanent positions reported to Fort
Lauderdale to begin training with the new system This
small number precluded any statistically Significant
conclusions to be dran. therefore. the present results
should be viewed as target) anecdotal hionethtless. each of
the 13 trainees faced the same performance requirements at
an) ne:, hired worker Your continued employment
tequitti that you successfulls complete this training"

The less was conducted on 13 Learning Ss stems in a
single large room and was supersrsed b) a member of the
L !lousily staff as ell as the Hit% trainer. who had been
thoroughly briefed before the beginning of the training The
Lnoefs11) supersisor obsersed the training recorded
interactions and assisted with Equipment malfunr lions

Printed materials supplemented the computer and
vtdeCidiK exercises and lessons One important goal if the
program was to tamilotripe trainers wi.h the Al IX pat.',
Manua: their day tolls, reference guide Another teal the
trainer: Reference Book organard and surnmewed each
Computer lesson As this boos was 10 be used roils during
the allifUttlan period at Were careful In monitor am signs
of oser-dependence on this training aid A !had austlusts
ilen1 as a packet of forms used in instruction and practice
Clisities

the trainer introduced SUM speakers to the class from
time to OTC 11,h,c/f interrupted the normal stir paced flow
of inftruclion trainees Were also v.'ned.led to spend in
PCCilf0.41 afternoon on Ille int, line ohtctsins ihr actions
of trained son al *Others Vic au, delighted to heir of
tritons Catching era: *Others in Errors of tact Ada
interpretalinn

Ctoren' standard inning est le for this TAU.,
iii is lour 10 lor weeks 11.1110 'Op how,' cal
Classes The new lolera:1,e minus lion vals comp
feted Pis the fra.nees in ol.t to lqa hours atserafte

course .ompection time .4 S 120 hour, g,5 off.enk,
reduction in .nstro.A.on 1.rele compared to .onsent.onat
(raining IDE nO hour lamest time represents a al pert en'
reduction in instruction time a remarkable figure In AIM
COnle%11 ande the flowefi trainer required :0 percent more
lime than au, teynaeJ lot standrd Ira.11,14

In ant unamairated element of the indsidualired
intlruChon ttterai pars 0111,4.1feet formed and kepi a
SIM.lar prog/ett rile Fur instame the student comptct.ng
an eutCat would Wait lot ts.1 patine, os finish before liking
a break and the tun would diss.ust the details or the
training before retiltmng to Inc nest segment these
discussions alien Enhanced nstruciton *ohm the pa, a

fresh reintOdet that ind.ltdualited training an often bench'
from peer disc ussion

trainees often found it difficult rat Ac,.epi their Oran
progress as adequate and often asked it the) sisete "On
schedule Tito. feeling was emphasized when vainer,
discoseted the trainer s nominal schedule fused in scheduling
outside speakers' which was Mtn assumed 10 be the the
expected performance rate 1 hose . ho bettered tnemtelscs
behind schedule began coming to work Earls and staring
late on an ,00rch .Oluntar, basis

Each trainee's attmlieS were noted el ert
working hour thorn common beginning through
completion four to six *Celli later,. in Ordet to
determine the amount of lithe spent On each task

tree Table kit remits) Alt1011 half of each trainee's lime
Was spent trading and responding to computer generaird
test Indeed. the fact that laint.s stewed disc-generated
segments or still flame% Dols eight percent of the lime shows
that the choice of deliser) medium depends wanes on the
nature of the training to be delis reed This training program
requires eatrnsor use Of rusting rOb Manuals as 16111 as
specialls prepared training aids We used t Idea in those
tituatiOnt where it Mal important to depict unchanging
human tituatiOns while placing the slitting Situation
responses on updlable computer disks

Mans break sequences acre built into the training
topically before or after long and insolsed situations Ike
Were no. surprised that trainees felt quite free to lake breaks
at Ins time simply to leasing the system at a teNo..nst
point As We had designed no -iimeout- water in the
training this telftnaltated break routine caused no prohlems
in the instruction and Enhanced the trainee s feeling of
Control oser PIA MI n schedule

The price for this freedom is also reflected .n I /hie I

*MO indicates that trainees spent a large porinn cal then
instruction Ilene On break On one hand we 'rata. that the
trainee must hase frequent relief from the etc strain and
concentration of focussed training On the Whet hand We
raise the suspicion of perm..... Eness *hen Out Ireyorril
break polio leads 10 an Iterate of one how iii htcas lane
fu Esert sin hours or %O lime 1 Mt 'lure o on' an

,rest one out of the 11 Irainess 161. round on WI
scheduled break voice as often as assuage 1:a persenrr

F i.e percent of the trainee', time 1611 spent in
conference *oh the trainer lypicai interaction. oat Le 111C /1
She trainee had questions about the presented ralle,i' a ht
the trainee Wined that an Vitae/ to a test question had
been scored incorrectls to the prorain car a her, 1hr

program had called for trainer tmersenston I or last
category included module tests 'shah need a pa......id lor
access and require the trainer 10 be at the trainer s s...1. ii.
go oser missed questions
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Senator PELI,. Thank you very much, indeed, Mr. Miller.
I am wondering if you feel that the bill would be opposed by com-

mercial interests, feeling that they already have a lock on some of
these operations and do not want to see it widened?

Mr. MILLER. I think it is very possible. I think that is a question
that would need to be addressed directly by the Director. He would
need to establish guidelines by which technologies that have been
transferred out of the Government may in some areas be restricted
from broader marketing, I think you address that in the bill when
you deny ownership rights and the ability of anyone to copy the
technology that they have obtained and that the technology as
modified goes back to the pool.

Senator PELL. Do you think the timing is i ipe for this bill at this
time or do you think we should wait a year or 2?

Mr. MILLER. I think it is ripe. It is going to take a little while to
get up to steam anyway. But the technology is moving ahead very
rapidly but it is still kind of a limited access to the smaller compa-
nies and to educational institutions who hunger for it. It is very
rare that you see any teacher or a college president or anyone who
sees what can be done with it that does not want it. Their question
is when and how, not whether. They want it and anything that we
can do to promote that use, I feel, is very timely.

Senator PELL. Well, I thank you very much, Mr. Miller, for being
here.

Is Mr. Merrifield on his way here?
Department of Commerce Staff. He has left the building, Senator
Senator PELL. I am afraid that this is the last witness, so I would

ask that his testimony be inserted in the record as if read, without
object ion

Is this Mr. Merrifield? I feel a little apologetic, because I am sup-
posed to go over onto the floor for a bill. I was wondering if it
would be agreeable with you, and I hate to suggest that, if your
statement could be inserted in the record as if read. And if you will
give us the answers to some questions. Otherwise, I can come back
here in half an hour, 40 minutes, if you would want to wait. I

would hate to impose on you and any of the other people, for that
reason. Which would you prefer?

STATEMENT OF DR. I). BRU'(i MERRIFIELD, ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY OF COMMER('E FOR PRODUCTIVITY, TECHNOLOGY AND
INNOVATION, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, WASHINGTON. DC
Dr. MERRIFIELD. What you suggest would be fine. I would like to

submit my testimony for the record and I would be delighted to
answer questions.

I would like to congratulate you on this initiative. I think it is
one of the most important social problems that we have, and it is
very critical that we understand what the dimensions are and how
best to approach it.

So I really am very enthusiastic about heaping you with this and
supporting you in any way that we can.

The prepared statement of Mr. Merrifield with attachments
fol low:

6?
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STATEMENT OF
D. BRUCE MERRIFIKLD

AS SECMETART OY COMMERCE
FOR PRODUCTIVITY, TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION

BEFORE THE EDUCATION SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE

SENATE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES

JUNE 28. 1984

on

S. 25b1 THE TRAINING TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACT

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am pleased

to have this opportunity to express my views on S. 2561, the

Training Technology Transfer Act. The retraining of displaced

workers and the workforce in general is an activity of the

utmost importance to the Nation. The transfer of educational

training programs already developed by the Federal Government

to the private sector and to State and local governments for

use in workforce training programs is extremely important. We

defer to the Education Department on the specifics of this

proposal to establish a new office in that agency.

We support the intent behind this legislation to stimulate

the production and use of advanced training technologies in the

private sector. However, we do not support enactment of

S. 2561 for a number of reasons. Our principal concern is over

the proliferation of federal agencies and offices concerned

with and engaged in the activities addressed by S. 2561. In

addition to the Department of Commerce, the Departments of
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Defense, Education and Labor, and the National Occupational

Information Coordinating Committee (NOICC) are all active, both

formally and informally, in this area.

With rogard to some substantive issues raised by the bill.

it is well to step back and look at training requirements in

more general terms. This decade will see the restructuring of

U.S. industry, caused by three fundamental forces of change.

These forces are:

(1) The technology explosion that has generated something

like 90 percent of everything we know in the sciences in the

last 30 years, and which will double our technical knowledge

base again in the next ten or fifteen years. As a result, the

life cycle of products and processes will continue to be

compressed (3 to 5 years now in electronics, and a maximum of 5

to 10 years in most other industries). Moreover, any set of

skills can be rendered obsolete in this same period of time;

(2) The strategies being adopted by some foreign countries

to dominate world markets. These strategies, which involve a

purposeful attempt through direct government-industry

collaboration. to capture market snare for specific products on

a global basis will intensify world competition;

b.
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(3) The emergence of resource-rich lesser developed

countries, which have traditionally exported only their raw

resources, but that are now installing (or purchasing) turnkey

value-added plants to multiply returns on their scarce

resources and to capture market share in many basic industries.

These forces pose significant competitive challenges to

both our more mature industries and our growing high technology

industries. The rapid pace of technological change and foreign

competition may well displace large numbers of our employees.

Estimates range from halt a million to a million workers per

year or more. Also, the skill requirements of many remaining

jobs will continue to change, and at a faster pace. Thus, the

perennial problem of the mismatch of worker skills with the

available employment opportunities is likely to continue. In

today's world market, a skilled workforce is crucial to

maintaining competitive industries.

We must recognise that the training and retraining of the

workforce needs continuous and systematic attention,

particularly for workers who are displaced through no fault of

their own.

Recent experience has shown that advanced educational

technology. which includes computer based instructional

7 0
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programs, interactive video disc systems, computer programs for

micro-computer training devices and audio-visual devices, and

programmed learning kits, can increase productivity

substantially. For example, the use of the computer-based

teaching system called PLATO is reported to increase the rate

of learning by 30% over traditional teaching methods. The

application of advanced educational technology can sharply

increase teaching productivity in terms of both shortened

student learning time and greater retention levels.

Because of the preliminary successes of educational

technology, the Department of Cisneros initiated a taskforce on

it, with membership from several federal agencies. The

taskforce found, first, that there exists a conservatively

estimated $2 billion immediate market for educational

technology with a much greater future sales potential, and.

second, that the market is highly fragmented because it is

still in its infancy. Further, channels of communication among

suppliers and users of educational technology do not exist to

any great degree. The Department of Commerce is pursuing ways

and means to bridge the communication gap between suppliers and

users. we expect that the normal development of markets will

help to close this gap.

71
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In addition to the market problem, this Administration is

concerned about the adequacy of incentives for the private

sector to commercialise newly developed educational

technology. Any legislation to foster the transfer of such

technology should address this issue. Unfortunately, S. 2561

appears to be based on the assumption that private contractors

will n21 be allowed to own patents, copyrights, or technical

data that apply to the training technology they develop under

its provisions. This runs counter to the Administration's

efforts to permit private sector innovators to own the

technology they develop under Federal contract.

The policy of allowing contractor ownership of the fruits

of Government-sponsored research and development is a major

response of this Adminstration to the need for generating

incentives to promote technology development in all fields.

The Federal agencies were instructed to carry out this policy,

to the extent permitted by law, in the President's February 18.

1983 Memorandum on Government Patent Policy. Further.

contractors ordinarily are permitted by Federal agencies to

own, subject to a license in the government, technical data

generated in the.performance of Federally funded research.

This policy is implemented by the standard rights in data

provisions attached to the contracts.

Accordingly. Mr. Chairman, although we support the intent

of S. 2561, we consider it inconsistent with the

Administration's technology transfer policies and with its

desire to streamline and simplify the Federal government.

i will be happy to answer questions. Kr. Chairman.
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Question It Can the Department of Commerce help in training

technology transfer under its current level of

funding and, if so, how?

Under our current level of funding, the Department will be able to

continue a modest non-interventionist catalytic role in

accelerating the diffusion of technology. This role has worked

well for DOC's licensing of government patents. This catalytic

approach is a model for transferring training technologies.

The catalytic role involves convening selected public and private

sector people to help them focus on specific programs and

initiatives for transfer.

Question 21 I know that your Department has advocated R&D

Limited Partnerships. Are they available for the

R&D involved in courseware development and if so,

how?

The R&D Limited Partnership (RDLP) concept is a highly flexible

financing tool for any project which consists of "research and

experimentation" within the meaning of section 174 of the Internal

Revenue Code. There is some ambiguity here in the Treasury

definition of R&D, so the development of courseware may or may not

fall within the language of section 174, depending upon the nature-

of the research involved. Research into hardware systems probably

would qualify, but defer to the Department of the Treasury on this issue.
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Question 3: Can training technology help increase U.S.

productivity?

Yes. There is a direct link between training, retraining, and

productivity. There are several ways in which training and

productivity are linked, including the followings (1) training

technology enables workers to learn complicated tasks more quickly

and perform them more efficiently; it also provides them with

special skills needed to operate newer and more complex

high-technology equipment; (2) training technology permits the

more rapid diffusion of new and continually changing techniques

required for automated flexible manufacturing and other increased

productivity processes; (3) training technology allows workers to

adjust to structural dislocations more easily, thereby

facilitating introduction of new more productive technology and

lowering unemployment and other social overhead costs; (4)

training technology permits workers to be continually reeducated

and reskilled to discover their special interests and abilities,

thereby promoting efficiency and hopefully, innovation. And, of

course, increased productivity helps business competitiveness and

reduces inflation.

A more general finding on the relationship of education and

training to productivity was noted by Edward Denison (former

Associate Director for National Economic Accounts, at the DOC's

Bureau of Economic Analysis) retired in 1979. Dennison concluded

that the role of education in productivity augmentation has

been very strong and undiluted in its impact over time. Since

Denison's primary work covered only 1948 through 1976, his wcrk

may have understated the case, i.e., new knowledge was very

critical in his calculations; new knowledge is now growing at an

increasing rate.
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Question 4: Do you agree "...i.e., that the public's investment

in training technology shk,uld be shared as widely

as possible to promote private sector job

training?

There is a pressing need for the application of advanced education

technologies to the skilling and reskilling of today's (and

tomorrow's) workforce. The rapid pace of technology change, the

increasing pressure of foreign competition, and likelihood of

increased human productive life (through advances in health

technology) will mean that most workers may need to be continually

reskilled. Thus, all elements that can contribute need to be

mobilized, including in-place government capabilities that can

assist in transforming existing private sector and government

expertise into commercializable products, e.g., courseware for

displaced workers.

Senator PELL. I really appreciate your thoughts and encourage-
ment and I wonder if you see a conflict between the Office of
Training Technology Transfer that the bill suggests and the
present National Technical Information Service with which I know
you are familiar.

Dr. MERRIFIELD. Well, the NTIS is basically a data base, it is the
world's largest data base and it is a mechanism for disseminating
information, particularly Government-funded technical data. But
we are trying to extend its capability rather significantly to identi-
fy in a much more effective way the categories of information that
are useful and make those supportive to this sort of initiative.

But basically there is a gap between the two at the present time.
Senator PELL. I thank you. I really feel apologetic but I am sup-

posed to be managing a bill on the floor at this point.
I once again thank you for being with us.
So without objection, your statement will appear in the record as

if read and the questions and answers the same way.
The record will be kept open, without objection, for a week so

that any of the members of the subcommittee will be free to put
any written questions to the witnesses. And if the witnesses have
any further remarks that they care to make, the record will be
kept open for that week.

I again thank our chairman, the Senator from Vermont, for per-
mitting me to hold this hearing and look forward to pressing ahead
on this objective. This is just the first of what will be a good many
efforts that are made before this bill sees the light of day.

Accordingly, the subcommittee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:05 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon-

vene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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